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ASSEMBLY WHITE PAPERS

Collaborative Robots and Machine Tending: The Prosperous
Path Forward

This white paper takes an in-depth look at machine tending operations within today’s factories,
and how cobots help machine shops free up valuable personnel, increase capacity, and breathe
new life into idle equipment.

When to Automate: A Closer Look at the Most Frequent
Automation Applications

There are numerous factors that in�uence the decision to leverage automation to solve an
application-related problem or improve safety. This white paper looks at what ASG Automation
considers to be the main underlying factors leading our customers to implement automation to
streamline and improve their processes.

LATC Series Precision Indexing Conveyor

With our newly developed LATC series of precision indexing conveyors, we can achieve and
guarantee a ±0.04 millimeter accuracy across the entire system. Similar to the LFA, the LATC is
manufactured with an inner structure manufactured from aluminum extrusion and high-grade
aluminum links.

Piezoelectric force sensors play a critical role in
semiconductor manufacturing. Photo courtesy
Kistler Instrument Corp.

Using Piezoelectric Sensors to Measure
Dynamic Force in Semiconductor
Applications

New applications, such as AI, 5G, IoT, ADAS, and augmented and
virtual reality, are opening multiple growth opportunities for the
semiconductor industry. Adoption of these technologies is
generating demand for increased performance.

ASSEMBLY WEBINARS

Manufacturing 2021-22: Looking Back, Looking Forward

As we near entering year three of navigating both a global pandemic and continued digital transformation,
we come together to re�ect on challenges, achievement, progress and opportunities. See how
manufacturers have solved problems and what how they’re rethinking operations to meet demand and
scale. This lively roundtable discussion will examine where we’ve been, where we’re going, and how to
survive and thrive in the year ahead.

Collaborative Robots: The Optimal Choice for Precision
Applications

Manufacturing in the electronics, automotive and aerospace industries demands precision and accuracy to
ensure consistent, high-quality products. Whether it’s precision pick-and-place, welding, soldering,
screwdriving or sorting, most of these tasks fall into the category of “dull, dirty or dangerous” for human
workers, making them ideal for automation. Collaborative robots are known for being lightweight and easy
to program, but many engineers do not know how well they perform in precision applications. This webinar
will focus on the many aspects and real-world successes that cobots are doing every day in those precision
applications.

Ensuring high reliability in designing, building, and assembling products is principally an engineering challenge—but statistics plays a key role.
Photo courtesy ZF Friedrichshafen AG

How to Use Statistics to Improve Product Reliability

If you have ever shopped for a car, smartphone or dishwasher, chances are good that long-term, trouble-free
operation—in other words, high reliability—was among the top three traits you looked for. Reliability problems
can lead to everything from minor inconveniences to major disasters. Ensuring high reliability in designing,
building, and assembling products is principally an engineering challenge—but statistics plays a key role. This
webinar explains in a nontechnical manner how statistics is used in modern product reliability assurance. In
this era of Big Data and the Industrial Internet of Things, engineers have access to more data than ever. How
can that data inform product design? In this webinar, you will learn how statistics can play a role in design,
development, validation, manufacturing and �eld tracking for reliability assessment and improvement.

ASSEMBLY INFO CENTERS
Factory of the Future

The Industrial Internet of Things is transforming the world of manufacturing. Manufacturers are using
internet-enabled technologies to improve their operations, from the granular level of individual
manufacturing processes to the global level of worldwide supply chains. Here you’ll �nd information on the
latest smart automation technologies.

Smart Pressing Technology

Assembling one part to another usually requires a third material—screws, rivets or adhesives—but it doesn’t
have to. In fact, sometimes all you have to do is insert one part tightly into a hole in another part or bend, fold
or deform a feature on one part to capture the other. Here you’ll �nd information on how to get the most out
of servo-driven presses.

Sensor Solutions

Automation is dumb. It can only do what it's told, over and over again. Without a sense of sight or touch,
automated devices can’t know if parts are present. They can't tell if parts have been picked up successfully.
Here you'll �nd everything you need to know about sensors for automation.

Best Measurement Solutions for Manufacturing

Engineers rely on various sensors and systems to measure pressure, force, torque and acceleration. These
 technologies are used to measure and analyze physical processes; develop, test and calibrate fastening

technology; optimize manufactured products; and monitor and control pressing and molding processes.
Learn about the latest technology here.

Ergonomic Lifting

For years, managers told assemblers to “work smarter, not harder.” However, this was easier said than done,
particularly for workers who have to lift heavy objects around their workstations. Now, assemblers can “lift
smarter and work easier,” thanks to a variety of cranes, hoists, intelligent assist devices and work
positioners.

ASSEMBLY PODCASTS
2021 Capital Spending Survey (Part 1)

ASSEMBLY Chief Editor John Sprovieri shares his expectations
capital spending in the coming year, including which industries will
drive growth as well as why manufacturers will purchase new
equipment, in the �rst of this two-part series breaking down our
annual Capital Spending Survey.

Schneider Electric Details Efforts to be
More Sustainable

Schneider Electric’s assembly plant in Lexington, KY, has been
recognized as a “lighthouse facility” for sustainable manufacturing.
Innovation leader at Schneider Electric Mike Labhart talks about
that accomplishment and what it takes to achieve such an award.
He also details what other companies should consider to be more
sustainable.

 

Data from our annual Capital Equipment Spending
Survey indicate that U.S. assembly plants will spend
$5.65 billion on new equipment in 2022, an increase
of 20 percent from 2021. Photo courtesy Polaris Inc.

ASSEMBLY TV

Assembly Plant of the Year: GKN
Driveline

Located in Newton, NC, GKN Driveline assembles automotive
power transfer units and rear drive modules. The plant also
produces many of the clutches, rings and pinions used in those
products. New technologies, an aggressive overhaul of existing
processes, and a culture change have led to signi�cant
improvements in productivity, quality, uptime and ergonomics.
The factory employs state-of-the-art assembly technologies,
including cobots, servo presses, automatic screwdriving systems
and laser welding equipment. This video provides a look at our
2021 Assembly Plant of the Year.

Smart Manufacturing: Today and
Tomorrow

Revolutionary changes in manufacturing are taking place at
companies both big and small. Sudhanshu Gaur, chief architect
for smart manufacturing at automotive supplier Hitachi Astemo,
presented the keynote address at the 9th annual Assembly
Show last October. He discussed the status of smart
manufacturing today and explored its future. He outlined the
keys and stumbling blocks to the successful implementation of
smart manufacturing strategies.

GKN Driveline’s assembly plant in Newton, NC, is the
winner of our 2021 Assembly Plant of the Year.
Photo courtesy GKN Driveline
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PRODUCTS

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

No-Code Robot Teaching Software

The intuitive teaching environment offered by RC+ Express
software allows for fast, ef�cient programming of Epson
SCARA robots by end-users with little to no programming
experience. More speci�cally, the software makes it easy
for newcomers to manage key functions like jogging,
gripper control and motion on T-Series All-in-One and LS-
B Series robots, which have 3- to 20-kilogram payloads
and up to a 1-meter reach. The software’s visual interface
integrates block-style learning with the power and
�exibility of a scripted-text programming language. And,
various premade templates help users quickly create and
implement common pick-and-place, palletizing and
depalletizing applications. Two other time-saving features
are Focus Assist technology with auto-generated �elds for
quick setup, and a built-in 3D simulator to help visualize
and �ne-tune applications. The software is compatible with
tablets and other touchscreen devices.

Epson Robots

562-290-5997     

www.epsonrobots.com

Six-Axis Force and Torque Sensor

Just 8 millimeters thick, the six-axis Mini43LP force and
torque sensor is designed for use in small robots working in
tight spaces. A rugged housing makes the sensor durable
enough to withstand harsh environments. Its low-pro�le
body enables users to optimize the robot’s work envelope
and preserve its lifting power for end-of-arm tooling. The
sensor’s streamlined design features a bolt-down mounting
pattern to minimize stack height, an angled cable exit to
eliminate interference with adjacent equipment, and a
large through-hole for simple utility management.
Recommended applications include the assembly of
electronic components or optics, product research and
testing, laboratory automation and robotic surgery. The
sensor is compatible with all of the supplier’s existing
communication interfaces and integrates easily with
miniature robots from Mecademic, Yaskawa and others.

ATI Industrial Automation

919-772-0115

www.ati-ia.com

Mechanical Pulse Tool

A recent addition to the supplier’s mechanical pulse tool
family, the cordless AccuPulse 4.0 features four onboard
microcomputers and a durable, noncontact transducer that
ensures accurate torque tightening of every fastener. These
capabilities, along with extensive data collection, enable
the tool to provide high performance with precision. Other
key technologies are a double hammer mechanism to
optimize torque calculations, and a patented traceability
and curve detection algorithm for high torque accuracy.
The tool also continuously collects data related to angle
and time, and immediately noti�es the operator whether
installed-fastener torque is OK or not OK. Eco-friendly and
energy ef�cient, the tool allows one-hand operation with
no reaction for increased worker safety and freedom of
movement. It uses lithium-ion 14.4-volt batteries (with
Guard-Ion technology) and wirelessly communicates with
existing multi-tool controllers.

Panasonic

201-392-4193

https://na.panasonic.com/us/

Browser-Based Cobot Control

The Olis Connect device enables workers to teleoperate
cobots made by Universal Robots, and quickly identify and
resolve any operational issues. A plug-and-play product, it
relies on real-time video feeds, video-based email
noti�cations and arti�cial intelligence algorithms to
effectively and directly drive the robot via an online
browser. The device seamlessly connects to the cobots via
URCaps software, and setup can be completed by the end-
user in less than 30 minutes. When a robot fails, root cause
analysis starts within minutes instead of hours or days.
Other key capabilities include precise control when the
robot is close to a part, accurate handling of various types
and sizes of parts, and full robot control in lights-out or
unmanned-production situations. The device also allows a
small manufacturer to move from 12- to 24-hour production
without signi�cantly increasing staff.

Olis Robotics

855-337-6268

https://olisrobotics.com
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ASSEMBLY LINES
Robot Density in Factories

Continues to Grow
FRANKFURT, Germany—The use of industrial robots
in factories around the world is accelerating at a high
rate, with a current average of 126 machines per
10,000 employees. That’s nearly double the number
�ve years ago (66 units), according to the
International Federation of Robotics (IFR).

By region, the average robot density in Asia-Australia
is 134 units, followed by Europe (123 units) and the
Americas (111 units). The top �ve most automated
countries in the world are South Korea, Singapore,
Japan, Germany and Sweden. However, China is
quickly catching up.

“Robot density is the barometer to track the degree
of automation adoption in the manufacturing
industry around the world,” says Milton Guerry,
president of IFR.

The use of industrial robots in factories around the world is accelerating at a
high rate. Photo courtesy Toyota Motor Co.

“The modernization of domestic production facilities has boosted robot sales in the United States,” explains Guerry, who also
serves as president of Schunk Inc. “The use of industrial robots [helps manufacturers] achieve decarbonization targets, such as
the cost-e�cient production of solar panels and the continued transition toward electric vehicles.

“[Many] car manufacturers have announced investments to further equip their factories for new EV models or to increase
capacity for battery production,” Guerry points out. “These major projects will create demand for industrial robots in the next few
years.”

Europe’s most automated country is Germany, which boasts an average of 371 robots per 10,000 employees. According to IFR,
other European nations with heavy robotic density include Sweden (289 units), Denmark (246 units), Italy (224 units), Holland
(209 units), Austria (205 units), Spain (203 units) and France (194 units).

Schunk Opens New Facility for Customers

MORRISVILLE, NC—Schunk Inc., a leading supplier of
robotic grippers, has opened a new CoLab facility at its
U.S. headquarters here. The collaborative customer
workspace is designed to enable engineers to interact
with end-of-arm tooling experts on their speci�c
applications.

The CoLab allows customers to test processes and make
adjustments before moving forward with installing
expensive equipment in their own facility.

To celebrate the opening, Schunk hosted a live online
event featuring Kristina Schunk, managing partner, and
Milton Guerry, president of Schunk USA. They were joined
by Jake Hall, better known as LinkedIn content creator
“The Manufacturing Millennial.”

Schunk recently opened a collaborative customer workspace at its U.S.
headquarters. Photo courtesy Schunk Inc.

“Jake is passionate about working with manufacturers, integrators and end users to share his knowledge around automation,
robotics and Industry 4.0,” says Guerry. “He was the perfect person to drill down into the value of the CoLab with [our] product
specialists, and discuss what this means for the future of automation.

“Automating processes increases worker safety, grows e�ciency and frees human operator capacity to do more valuable tasks,”
adds Guerry. “Manufacturers, distribution and logistics specialists, agriculture and food service professionals are looking for
expertise, and for places to bring their challenges. Our expert engineering staff coupled with the new CoLab workspace are
looking forward to meeting those needs.”

AI Enables Human-Robot Collaboration
KELOWNA, BC—Engineers at the University of British
Columbia Okanagan (UBCO) have developed a system
that allows humans and robots to interact safely and
e�ciently. They are using arti�cial intelligence and
machine learning to help guide the machines.

“It is incredibly important for robots in manufacturing to
perform their tasks in the safest and most e�cient
method possible,” says Debasmita Mukherjee, a
doctoral student at UBCO and lead author of a recently
published study on human-robot collaboration. “To
make these automated machines as smart as possible,
we are developing systems that perceive their
environments and carry out tasks in a similar manner
as their human partners."

“Robots don’t think or feel, so they need systems that
capture and analyze their environment, enabling them
to respond,” adds Homayoun Najjaran, Ph.D., a
mechanical engineering professor who heads up UBC’s
Advanced Control and Intelligent Systems Laboratory.

“Often, those responses need to be in hundredths of a
second to ensure the safety of humans in their vicinity.”

Arti�cial intelligence and machine learning technology enables robots and
humans to work in close proximity. Photo courtesy University of British
Columbia

According to Najjaran, adapting to uncertainty within an industrial setting is the biggest hurdle. Using autonomous vehicle
guidelines, he and his colleagues are experimenting with some rules for functionality between humans and robots in industrial
settings and testing their effectiveness.

In the future, Najjaran says automated systems will continue to use sensors to enable perception and communication similar to
human capabilities. However, they will also be adapting and communicating in real-time with their surroundings. This means
robots must be able to predict what humans and other machines will do, and then respond accordingly.

As a next step, the researchers are turning their attention to developing systems that can enable robots to function and respond
outside of a prescribed environment like a factory. The goal is to achieve the seamless team dynamics and communication
�uency of an all-human team while using robots.

Dymax Forms Strategic Partnership with PVA

TORRINGTON, CT—Dymax Corp., a leading supplier of
adhesives and dispensing equipment, has formed a strategic
partnership with PVA. The company is now an o�cial
distributor of Dymax light-curable adhesives, masks and
coatings in North America.

PVA automated systems are commonly used to apply
materials to a variety of applications, including consumer
electronics, medical devices and printed circuit boards. The
new partnership bridges the gap between robotics and
formulations, bringing customers a single source for
automated dispensing, coating, curing and materials
technology. Dymax adhesives and dispensing equipment will now be distributed

by PVA. Photo courtesy Dymax Corp.

“Our relationship with PVA will help expand our reach to critical manufacturers in the medical device, telecommunications and
electronics industries that may not be aware of [our] 40 years of experience creating innovative formulated light-curable
materials,” says Jason Maupin, chief commercial o�ce at Dymax.

“Backed by signi�cant technical expertise, PVA’s global application team can seamlessly support onsite implementation, and in
conjunction with [our] extensive knowledge of the light-curing industry, offer a complete manufacturing process to companies,”
adds Maupin. “Together, this alliance builds upon [our] mission to make its customers more capable and e�cient.”

New Software Allows Robots to Achieve Touch Sensitivity

SINGAPORE—Engineers at Nanyang Technological University
(NTU) and Eureka Robotics, have developed a way to make
industrial robots nimble and almost as sensitive as human
hands. The force feedback technology, dubbed Dynamis,
enables robots to manipulate tiny objects, such as glass
lenses, electronic components and gears, without damaging
them.

“Mastering touch sensitivity and dexterity like human hands
has always been the holy grail for roboticists,” says Pham
Quang Cuong, associate professor and deputy director of
NTU’s Robotics Research Centre. “The programming of the
force controller is extremely complicated, requiring long hours
to perfect the grip just for a speci�c task.”

New force feedback technology enables robots to manipulate tiny
parts without damaging them. Photo courtesy Eureka Robotics

The force sensor robust compliance control software relies on an arti�cial intelligence algorithm developed by Cuong and his
colleagues. It requires only a single parameter to be set, which is stiffness of the contact—soft, medium or hard.

“Dynamis has made it easy for anyone to program touch-sensitive tasks that are usually done by humans, such as assembly, �ne
manipulation, polishing or sanding,” claims Cuong. “These tasks all share a common characteristic: the ability to maintain
consistent contact with a surface.

“By deploying this technology, engineers can now imbue robots with both high accuracy and high agility on a large scale, paving
the way for industrial applications that were previously very di�cult or impossible to implement,” explains Cuong.

Dynamis is being commercialized by Eureka Robotics, a spin-off from NTU. The �rst application for the force-control technology
will be installed in Denso robots and marketed by Denso Wave, a subsidiary of the company that specializes in data capture and
automatic identi�cation systems.

“Force feedback is becoming more and more important in the practical use of robotics,” says Hiroyasu Baba, manager of the
product planning department at Denso Wave. “Thanks to the development capabilities of Eureka Robotics, the system is
advanced, yet easy to use and light enough to be integrated into our standard RC8 robot controllers.”
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THEME AGVS AND AUTONOMOUS MOBILE ROBOTS

Continental has developed its own line of autonomous automated guided vehicles for transporting parts in its assembly plants. Photo courtesy
Continental AG

Continental Increases Ef�ciency with
Autonomous Mobile Robots

THINGS5

1
Automotive supplier Continental AG has developed its own line of autonomous automated guided vehicles (AGVs) for
transporting parts in its assembly plants and warehouses. The autonomous AGVs can transport loads weighing more than a ton.

Continental’s autonomous AGVs are already being used at the company’s assembly plants in Zvolen, Slovakia, and Frankfurt am
Main, Germany, transporting parts and materials for brake production. The AGVs automatically steer themselves to the
programmed destinations and �exibly avoid obstacles.

“Increasing e�ciency in production is important for long-term competitiveness,” says Alexander Schmitt, head of the actuation
and future products segment of Continental’s Autonomous Mobility and Safety business area. “For that reason, we decided to
use AGVs to…shape our processes more �exibly and e�ciently. …We’re developing an industrial solution that optimizes our
production sequences and is also an attractive business idea.”

AGVs play an important role in the material �ow of a digitized factory. They reduce the need for forklifts and speed up transport
of parts, making it clear exactly what goods are available and where they are at all times. This helps to make processes more
predictable.

Standard AGVs cannot drive autonomously; they only move on �xed routes between programmed start and target locations. Any
change requires complex reprogramming, time and additional costs for modi�cations to the site.

During the design, production and assembly of the autonomous AGV, Continental’s project team drew on the company’s
experience in the automotive sector. Driver assistance and navigation technologies, such as radar, lidar, cameras and ultrasonic
sensors, were critical to the development of the new AGV. Only the electric drivetrain and the software for controlling the vehicle
are based on currently available technologies. The aim is for the autonomous AGVs to be deployed at Continental assembly
plants worldwide.

The autonomous AGVs are an integral part of Continental’s Industry 4.0 strategy. The aim is to optimize the entire value chain
using digitized processes and data �ows with high transparency and predictability, short throughput times, low inventories, and
high �exibility.

2
AGVs transport truck bodies through the paint line, allowing for a �exible layout and enabling Sinotruck to expand the line or integrate new
models in the future. Photo courtesy Dürr

AGVs Convey Truck Cabs in
Automated Paint Lines

Dürr is building two automated paint shops for Sinotruk, a Chinese manufacturer of heavy trucks. Equipped with state-of-the-art
technology, the paint shops will be used to coat and paint truck cabs and pickups for Sinotruk’s premium brands, Ji’nan Truck
and Ji’nan Commercial Vehicle.

The paint shops are being built in Laiwu and Zhangqiu in the eastern Chinese province of Shandong.

Dürr’s EcoProFleet line of AGVs will transport the vehicle bodies through the line, allowing for a �exible layout and enabling
Sinotruk to expand the line or integrate new models in the future. The AGVs are speci�cally designed for use in paint shops and
are already in use in passenger car production. With the Sinotruk lines, the AGVs are being used to transport truck cabs for the
�rst time.

The EcoProFleet AGVs can carry a maximum load of 1,000 kilograms. The �eet is intelligently controlled by DXQ control
software, which ensures that all AGVs execute their transport assignments and are always on the move. The AGVs are fully
charged in just 1.5 minutes. Charging points are located where the AGVs are stationary for picking up or setting down truck
bodies.

At the beginning of the painting process, truck bodies pass through Dürr’s RoDip E rotational dip process, which enables
engineers to individualize the pretreatment and cathodic electrocoating processes to optimize quality when running different cab
models.

Each cab is transported through the pretreatment and electrocoating processes using a freely programmable trolley. Each trolley
has a conveying drive and a rotating drive, which enable horizontal and rotating movements to be controlled independently for
each cab. The immersion tanks for the rotational process are smaller than with a traditional pendulum conveyor, which means
that less energy and chemicals are required. This saves resources and reduces operating costs.

Next, two EcoRS sealing robots from Dürr seal the inner seams, and another two apply liquid sound deadener in a fully automatic
process. Then, a base coat and clear coat in each paint shop are applied by 19 EcoRP painting robots, which are equipped with
EcoBell3 high-rotation atomizers.

The robots enable Sinotruk to achieve the best possible painting results in terms of color shade, �ow values and uniform layer
thicknesses. At the same time, the technology is more environmentally friendly. High-rotation atomizers with electrostatic
charging use material e�ciently. With the color change technology and the EcoBell Cleaner D2 for cleaning atomizers, paint loss
during color changes and consumption of �ushing agent and solvent are also minimized.

Dürr’s EcoDry X dry separation system, which doesn’t require water or chemicals, is another technology used in the new paint
shops. The system uses inexpensive cardboard �lter boxes to e�ciently separate overspray. Another bene�t of the technology
is how easy it is to use. If necessary, saturated �lter boxes can even be replaced during production.

At the end of the painting process, the body surface is checked at a quality control station. In most paint shops, this is done
manually and only a random sample of bodies are checked. For Sinotruk, Dürr is installing a fully automatic quality control
station. Here, a robot inspects de�ned checkpoints on the truck cabs and uses sensors to record data about color variations,
surface texture and layer thickness. This automation saves time compared to manual measurement. This data is transferred to
a database and displayed on an HMI so engineers can keep track of key performance indicators.

Outside of the painting process, end-of-line testing technology is also from Dürr. In Laiwu, four test stands equipped with high-
precision 3D measurement technology are used to measure and adjust the vehicle axis geometry. In addition, driver assistance
systems are precisely adjusted using Dürr test technology. With the modular test stand concept x-DASalign, the sensor
technology for the lane departure warning system and the advanced emergency braking system are perfectly aligned in relation
to the geometric driving axle of the vehicle.

3
ABB is partnering with Swiss-based start-up Sevensense to equip ABB’s autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) with arti�cial
intelligence and 3D vision mapping technology. The technologies will enable ABB’s mobile robots to navigate autonomously in
complex, dynamic indoor and outdoor environments close to people.

In July 2021, ABB acquired ASTI Mobile Robotics, a manufacturer of AMR in Burgos, Spain. ABB’s partnership with Sevensense—
founded in 2018 as a spin-off from ETH Zurich, a public research university—will enable ABB to enhance the capabilities of its
AMR products. The partnership includes a minority investment in Sevensense through ABB’s venture capital unit, ABB
Technology Ventures.

“Our partnership with Sevensense is another milestone in our efforts to fully unlock �exible automation for our customers,” says
Sami Atiya, president of ABB Robotics & Discrete Automation. “Integrating Sevensense’s AI and 3D mapping technology with our
AMR offerings will help accelerate the replacement of today’s linear production lines with fully �exible networks. Our vision of the
future workplace is one in which AMRs move materials, parts and �nished products between smart workstations in increasingly
unstructured, dynamic work environments.”

Sevensense’s navigation technology uses advanced computer vision and AI algorithms to create a 3D map that is more accurate
and cost-effective than current technology. An AMR equipped with 3D simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
technology will be able to accurately interpret its environment, identify a person, a pallet or another robot and autonomously
make decisions to navigate around these obstacles. This level of intelligence will enable safer human-machine interactions and
ensure material �ows around factories and warehouses are safe and e�cient for maximum �exibility and productivity.

Sevensense was selected to partner with ABB Robotics after participating in the 2021 ABB Robotics Innovation Challenge, which
evaluated the performance of a range of visual SLAM technologies from multiple businesses.

Sevensense’s navigation technology for AMRs uses advanced computer vision and AI algorithms
to create a 3D map that is more accurate and cost-effective than current technology. Photo
courtesy ABB

ABB Partners With Swiss Start-Up to
Enhance Autonomous Mobile Robots

4
Just 220 millimeters tall, the K41 Slim AGV has a maximum payload capacity of 800 kilograms. Photo courtesy Kivnon Logistica

Low-Pro�le AGV Carries Heavy Payloads

Measuring 1,550 millimeters long, 800 millimeters wide and just 220 millimeters tall, the new K41 Slim AGV from Kivnon
Logistica has a maximum payload of 800 kilograms. Capable of omnidirectional movement, the AGV uses SLAM technology to
create a 3D a map of its environment and navigate around unknown obstacles. Maximum speed is 1 meter per second. Laser
scanners, an onboard safety PLC, and LED signaling ensure safe operation 360 degrees around the vehicle.

The AGV can be adapted to transport all types of trolleys. It can also transport loads directly via its on-board lift table, which can
rise to a height of 370 millimeters. The AGV can even be used as a workbench. It can also be adapted to connect to �eet
management systems, including those based on VDA 5050.

5Maximum capacity, in tons, of the omniMove heavy-duty AGV from KUKA. The AGV can be controlled manually or move
autonomously. Despite its enormous size and payload capacity, it navigates safely, moving virtually independently. Specially

developed wheels allow the AGV to move in any direction, even from a standing start. A sophisticated navigation system
ensures autonomous maneuvering without risk of collision and without requiring �oor markings. The modular AGV can be scaled

in size, width and length to accommodate a variety of loads.
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ASSEMBLY IN ACTION
50-Year-Old Machine Has Bright
Future in Light Stick Assembly
A manufacturer never achieves success completely on its own.
Every company, to some extent, needs help from equipment
suppliers, machine builders and integrators.

Cyalume Technologies Holdings Inc. (CTHI) has effectively
optimized all three sources throughout its 51-year history.
However, the company's primary partner since day one has been
the Arthur G. Russell Co. Inc. (AGR), which is based in Bristol, CT,
and designs, builds and installs automation assembly systems.

From 1963 through 1984, the U.S. government funded research
by scientists interested in the chemical generation of light,
including recreating the bioluminescent qualities of �re�ies.
CTHI's forerunner, the American Cyanamid Co., was awarded 15
contracts during that time to develop practical lighting systems
that would not generate heat or require electricity to operate.

In 1971, company scientists Michael M. Rauhut†and Laszlo J.
Bollyky discovered chemiluminescence—the chemistry that
powers light sticks today—and trademarked the product
Cyalume. American Cyanamid also began a working relationship
with AGR that year.

In 1971, scientists at the American Cyanamid Co. discovered
chemiluminescence—the chemistry that powers light sticks
today. Photo courtesy Arthur G. Russell Co.

Today, CTHI is a leading manufacturer and supplier of ChemLight light sticks to the U.S. Department of Defense, �rst responders
and humanitarian relief agencies worldwide. The Defense Department needs the sticks to provide Illumination for tactical
operations, as well as emergency situations and recreational activities. First responders and relief agencies rely on the sticks for
essential light during emergencies and everyday activities.

None of these market needs went away during the global COVID-19 pandemic and supply chain disruptions of the past 18
months. Nor did they prevent CTHI from maintaining its required production level of 70,000 light sticks each 8-hour shift.

Joe Longo, director of engineering and production operations at Cyalume, attributes this achievement to the reliability and
�exibility of its AGR equipment. The machine CTHI relies on is the original unit that AGR designed and built 50 years ago—with
one difference: the addition of sensors. This enables Cyalume to put newer and better safety protocols in place for workers as
the machine runs at an optimum level each shift.

The manufacturer also established a dedicated maintenance team in-house to ensure that the machine always runs smoothly.
Should a part need to be changed, it is quickly available through AGR. Equally important, the machine is easy to work on because
all key parts are accessible.

“We don’t let people down,” proclaims Longo. “The machine kicks butt. It’s bomb proof.”

Another common use of ChemLight light sticks is on cruise
ships and ocean freighters. Crews there need easily
accessible light if the power goes out. Egress points,
common areas and hallways must be well lit so staff can
properly service guests and perform critical tasks.
Versatile 6-inch sticks are popular in these situations, as
well as wall-mounted emergency light stations.

AGR often designs and builds automated equipment and
systems for its clients in stages, beginning with laboratory
prototype assembly lines and progressing though scale-up
to high-volume production as the end-user’s market
demands increase. Founded in 1945, the machine builder
has a network of highly specialized resources in �elds
critical to the development process.

Customers include manufacturers in the medical device,
diagnostics and several other industries. For more
information on custom machines, call 860-583-4109 or
visit www.arthurgrussell.com.

Arthur G. Russell Co. has been designing and building automated
equipment and systems for manufacturers in many industries for 75
years. Photo courtesy Arthur G. Russell Co.

Threadlockers Secure Fasteners in
Specialty Vehicles
When it comes to automotive assembly,
sometimes a one-solution-�ts-all approach is the
best one. Just ask the designers and assemblers
at Local Motors, an American motor vehicle
company located in Phoenix.

Since its founding in 2007 by John B. Rogers Jr.,
the company has focused on low-volume
manufacturing of vehicles using co-creation
(publicly shared design information) and multiple
microfactories (small regional shops set up for
�exible, small-batch production). Its current
product lineup includes the Rally Fighter, Strati,
Swim and Olli, an autonomous electric-powered
shuttle bus.

The Rally Fighter is a high-performance, off-road vehicle. Photo courtesy Local
Motors

“My vision is to bring technology to the vehicle world as fast as possible,” says Rogers. “Co-creating and micro manufacturing
offer this by changing the way that vehicles are designed and built.”

In 2017, company engineers looked into ways to increase the vibration resistance of fasteners on the Rally Fighter and Strati,
two totally different types of vehicles. For both, Local Motors turned to Loctite threadlockers made by Henkel Corp.

The Rally Fighter is a high-performance, off-road vehicle with thousands of parts. Loctite enables its nuts and bolts to withstand
jarring bumps and racing in extreme conditions without constant tightening and maintenance.

The Strati, in contrast, is an electric car with only 49 parts. This small number of parts makes every one more critical than usual
and more dependent on fasteners that are always tight and secure, according to Rogers. Loctite threadlockers not only provide
both bene�ts, they enabled Local Motors to go from conceptualizing the Strati to driving it in four months.

“One thing we’re learning is we need to rely on adhesives to be able to make disparate surfaces mate,” explains Rogers. “Many
Loctite products have empowered us to take this important step and create a new �exibility in our design.”

Available since the late 1950s, Loctite threadlockers completely �ll thread roots on a fastener to prevent its side-to-side
movement and increase the reliability of threaded assemblies. Local Motors uses three speci�c formulations: Threadlocker 243
on the Rally Fighter, and the 242 and 262 on the Strati.

Loctite 243 is a medium-strength adhesive, blue in color, that seals and secures metal fasteners. It is a general purpose
threadlocker that provides a good bond on all metals, including passive substrates such as stainless steel, aluminum and plated
surfaces. The product permits disassembly with hand tools for servicing and comes in 0.5-, 10-, 50- and 250-milliliter bottles.

Also medium in strength is blue Loctite 242, which is for metal thread sizes up to M36. The product is a medium-viscosity
adhesive with a methacrylate base. It provides �xture times on steel, brass and stainless steel of �ve, 15 and 20 minutes,
respectively. The product is also thixotropic to prevent migration after application and is intended for fasteners that require
normal disassembly with standard hand tools.

Another formulation used extensively on the Strati is Loctite
262. Red in color, this threadlocker offers medium to high
strength in a thixotropic methacrylate-based adhesive that
also �uoresces under UV light to allow monitoring. Fixture
times, respectively, are 180 minutes for stainless steel,15
for steel and eight for brass. Suitable for all metal fasteners,
formulation 262 is ideal for applications where any adhesive
migration must be prevented.

For more information on threadlockers, call 800-562-8483 or
visit www.henkelna.com.

Medium-strength blue Loctite 242 threadlocker is for metal thread sizes
up to M36. Photo courtesy Henkel Corp.

Six-Axis Robot Tends Six-Station Battery Assembly Machine

Manufacturers looking to take their operations to the next
level often look to automation and robotics to make it
happen. This is understandable, for such technology can
cost-effectively increase throughput, optimize assembly
and testing processes, improve product quality and
decrease labor costs.

In the case of industrial lead-acid battery manufacturer
BBI Battery, management decided to replace a manually
operated cast-on-strap (COS) machine with an
automation-and-robotics-based workcell. A COS machine
connects battery plates in multiple stages, using a
rotating table with access to each process station. Here, a large robot runs battery plates over a large bristle brush to

remove any lingering debris from the end connectors (called lugs).
Photo courtesy Kawasaki Robotics U.S.A. Inc.

MAC Engineering is one of the world’s most popular integrators of battery making equipment. Based in Benton Harbor, MI, it has
supplied and installed more than 4,500 machines in 80 countries to date.

The workcell MAC developed for BBI provides the manufacturer with many bene�ts, including improved worker ergonomics.
With BBI’s old COS machine, employees had to manually lift the battery plates and stack them into a plastic casing. Besides
posing a high risk of injury, the process exposed workers to excessive airborne lead dust.

In the new approach, workers no longer need to lift the plates from the ground. Instead, they manually slide the plates onto a
conveyor that aligns them and ensures they are even and �ush.

From there, the robot picks up the plates and runs them over a large bristle brush to remove any lingering debris from the end
connectors (called lugs). After the lugs are dipped into tin and then into molten lead, the robot places the plates into the casing.

BBI selected the ZX300S, made by Kawasaki Robotics U.S.A. Inc., because it can repeatedly lift and align 300 pounds of battery
plates up to 1,000 times per day with high accuracy. This capability has enabled the manufacturer to increase production by 200
percent using less manpower.

The robot carries payloads of up to 300 kilograms, and has a high repeatability of ±0.3 millimeter. It also combines a long-reach
arm with a minimal amount of dead space for a wide work envelope. These features proved ideal for BBI’s application, which
required the robot to reach multiple machines at varying heights.

Two of Kawasaki’s other large payload robots, the B
and CX series, offer repeatability of from ±0.06 to
±0.08 millimeter. Both series have a hollow arm
structure, which allows for internal dressing of the
robot. This feature simpli�es installation by reducing
the amount of time needed for digital engineering and
building assembly lines, and minimizing the risk of
interference with other robots or peripheral equipment.

As for BBI, its automated workcell has improved
product quality and consistency over the last two
years, while freeing up many workers to perform �nal
assembly work on batteries. An average of �ve
workers need to be present with the automated COS
machine, compared with nine or 10 for the old manual
machine.

For more information on six-axis robots, call 248-446-
4100 or visit https://robotics.kawasaki.com/en1.

The semi�nal assembly step involves dipping lugs into tin and then into
molten lead (shown). Photo courtesy Kawasaki Robotics U.S.A. Inc.
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WELDING REVIEW
WELDING PRODUCTS

By John Slayton // National Sales Manager for Welding //
Bosch Rexroth Corp. // Charlotte, NC

"Engineers can create
sophisticated welding
sequences with 100 or
more heat blocks."

B osch Rexroth’s introduction of adaptive control in
2012 advanced the quality and e�ciency of robotic

resistance welding. Using cutting-edge hardware and
software, adaptive control monitors various process
parameters to perfect each weld. The system samples
weld parameters on a millisecond basis, compares them
in real-time against a master resistance curve, and
automatically adjusts the process to ensure consistent,
quality welds.

However, recent trends in the automotive industry, such
as lightweighting and electri�cation, presented
challenges for this technology. As a result, Bosch
Rexroth has developed more sophisticated adaptive
resistance control systems that incorporate advanced
software and dual-processor architecture.

One of the most signi�cant new challenges for adaptive
control of resistance welding comes from the increased
use of high-strength steel and aluminum in vehicle
bodies and parts.

Aluminum alloys are also di�cult to weld. Aluminum is
soft, highly sensitive and insulated by a tough oxide
layer. While in its molten state, aluminum is susceptible
to impurities, which can lead to porous, weak welds.
Since aluminum has high thermal conductivity and a low
melting point, it has a smaller window of workability
than other metals, which can easily lead to burn-
through.

The core of adaptive control is the capability to adjust
the quality of the weld within a millisecond time frame.
Key parameters, such as current, voltage, force, time,
resistance and phase angle, can be manipulated to
overcome the anomalies inherent in welding these new
materials.

In addition, Bosch Rexroth has introduced a force
feedback system that can measure the expansion of
aluminum due to heat and can adapt the process
accordingly. This is done by calculating data from the
expansion of the welding gun tips and then regulating
the weld through adaptive control of the weld tip
pressure and the current being applied.

New Technology Provides
Adaptive Control of
Resistance Welding

Looking to improve the quality and e�ciency of your assembly with less

workers?  Fusion Systems Group has the answer!  We transform

manufacturing processes into turnkey automation systems, providing

years of cost-e�cient production.  Ready to learn more?  Please visit

our website for examples of automated systems.

Fusion Systems Group

(440) 946-3300 or (800) 626-9501

info@fusionsystemsgroup.com

www.fusionsystemsgroup.com

Automated Robotic Assembly, Brazing &
Dispensing Machines

Weld positioners increase the weld quality, productivity, and safety

during manufacturing. Motion Index Drives o�ers head and tail stock

standard sets with the option to purchase a complete trunnion solution

that includes heavy duty constructed base frame, HS/TS riser bases, and

�xture backbones engineered to your speci�c needs.

Motion Index Drives

877-978-1830

info@mid.us.com

www.motionindexdrives.com

Custom Weld Positioning Systems

Our customizable tool changers are suitable for high power, high current

welding applications. Using modular energy elements, the tool changers

can be equipped according to your needs making them a�ordable.

Industry standard ISO9409-1 mounting pattern bolts directly to most

robots. Proven durability, even in the toughest environments.

Zimmer Group US, Inc.

828-855-9722

info.us@zimmer-group.com

www.zimmer-group.com

Zimmer Group WWR Tool Changers for
tough welding jobs

Bosch Rexroth has developed more sophisticated adaptive
resistance control systems that incorporate advances in
software and dual-processor architecture. Photo courtesy
Bosch Rexroth Corp.

The new PRC7000 adaptive resistance welding platform expands
the number of heat blocks available so that welding system
programmers can customize the current waveform for each
weld. Photo courtesy Bosch Rexroth Corp.

The PRC7000 can store up to 10,000 programs, making it easier for
manufacturers to shift welding operations from one vehicle or model to
another. Photo courtesy Bosch Rexroth Corp.

The company’s new PRC7000 adaptive resistance welding
control platform offers this capability. It also expands the
number of heat blocks available so that welding system
programmers and technicians can fully customize the
current waveform for each weld. Previously, automated
resistance welding platforms typically supported three
heat blocks: the pre-weld, the weld itself and the post-
weld. While effective, having only three heat blocks did not
give welding operations the ability to create more
sophisticated welding sequences that could respond better
to minute variations in the parts being welded, such as
specialized coatings, poor �ts between two parts being
welded, or changes in the amount of carbon or other trace
alloys in newer high-strength, lightweight steel alloys.

The PRC7000 can store up to 10,000 welding programs that can be easily selected and built via a drag-and-drop graphical
interface. Engineers can create sophisticated welding sequences with 100 or more heat blocks. Through user-friendly
programming tools, each heat block can be con�gured as needed to handle the speci�c weld criteria.

For example, a particular weld for a higher-strength steel might need a pre-weld at 30,000 amps to heat the steel for 30
milliseconds, then a long transition to a higher force with a lower current for 500 to 600 milliseconds to contain the material. Each
part or each type of material can now have more dynamically designed welds so that manufacturers have greater freedom to
control and improve welding results. Engineers can add and store as many heat blocks as needed to create the perfect weld
nugget and, ultimately, the perfect weld every time.

Weld Spot Analytics software automatically compiles weld
spot data into easy-to-read formats and dashboards, enabling
an expanded level of real-time analysis and process
improvement for welding operations. Photo courtesy Bosch
Rexroth Corp.

 

Software can also help assemblers deal with these new materials.
Available as an option for the PRC7000, Weld Spot Analytics (WSA)
software gives engineers a greater level of real-time analysis and
process improvement for welding operations. Until recently it was
up to car manufacturers to download welding data and incorporate
it into their own analytical tools. The WSA package automatically
compiles the weld spot data into easy-to-read formats and
dashboards. Operations personnel can con�gure dashboards to
monitor their day-to-day responsibilities and also for more long-
term process analysis. The software can also send automatic text
messages, such as preventive maintenance updates and quality
issue alerts, to welding operators who can take steps to correct
issues and maximize uptime.

WSA is designed to help engineers make faster, more accurate decisions that increase weld quality and decrease rework. That
same data can then be correlated to other factors, such as part �t-up or secondary circuit degradation to help production
management more rapidly identify the root cause of electrode wear.

A wide range of reports can be created to help troubleshoot problems. For example, if spot quality appears to be randomly
affected by expulsions, it can be di�cult to obtain a holistic view of all the expulsions for a speci�c time frame or part being
welded. WSA can supply an expulsion report table that shows the percentage of spots with expulsions to help with root cause
analysis.
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MACHINERY ASSEMBLY

Austin Weber // Senior Editor //
webera@bnpmedia.com

Industry 4.0 technology and
robotics enable manufacturers to

improve output, quality and safety.

Machinery Makers Invest in
Automation

Construction equipment manufacturers are investing in automation and Industry
4.0 technology. Photo courtesy Komatsu Ltd.

D emand for “big iron” is booming, fueled by the rebounding global economy and the Biden administration’s infrastructure
initiative. That’s good news for manufacturers of tractors and other types of agricultural and construction equipment. The

bad news is the post-pandemic labor shortage, which is causing headaches and creating bottlenecks.

To address the issue, AGCO, Caterpillar, CNH Industrial, Deere, Doosan, JCB, Kubota, Komatsu, Liebherr, Terex, Volvo and other
companies are investing in automation and Industry 4.0 technology, such as additive manufacturing, arti�cial intelligence,
augmented reality, automated guided vehicles (AGVs), collaborative robots, digital twins and predictive analytics. The goal is to
improve throughput, quality and safety.

“With the COVID-19 pandemic continuing to impact the industry, Internet of Things (IoT) technology will be a go-to for
manufacturers looking to maintain e�ciency and productivity,” claims a recent report by the Association of Equipment
Manufacturers (AEM). “[It] will drive value for the industry by allowing organizations to make measured, informed decisions using
real-time data in an effort to increase e�ciency and positively impact their bottom lines.”

Demand for agricultural equipment
is expected to be strong in 2022.
Photo courtesy CNH Industrial

Stronger-than-expected growth last year has many manufacturers feeling optimistic about 2022. In fact, more than 80 percent of
AEM members anticipate rising demand for agricultural and construction equipment over the next year. Speci�cally, 65 percent
predict that demand for agricultural machinery will be above normal, while 44 percent believe demand for construction
equipment will be above normal.

“The American Jobs Plan will give a big boost to spending on infrastructure,” says Benjamin Duyck, director of market
intelligence at AEM. “The biggest impacts will be in 2022 and 2023.”

Despite that positive outlook, more than 80 percent of AEM members are having a di�cult time �lling positions in their factories.
More than three-quarters (82 percent) of construction equipment manufacturers are facing labor shortages, as are 87 percent of
agricultural equipment manufacturers.

Automation Investment Addresses Labor Shortage

Arti�cial intelligence and 5G
technology will drive future
manufacturing activity at John
Deere. Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

Many heavy machinery manufacturers are investing in automation to compensate for a lack of workers and to maximize the
production capacity of current facilities.

“Even before the onset of COVID-19, labor shortages were the single biggest challenge to manufacturers,” says Matthew Rendall,
CEO of OTTO Motors, a leading supplier of autonomous mobile robots. “The pandemic and resultant safety protocols have
exacerbated an already dire situation.

“Automation has long been a desire to help drive e�ciencies, but today it is a mandate,” claims Rendall. “A ‘nice to have’
automation strategy has become a ‘need to have’ [priority]. Without automation to �ll in the gaps for missing labor, these
businesses are in real trouble.

“In addition, for decades U.S. and Canadian-based manufacturers have seen business head south of the border [to take
advantage] of reduced labor costs,” notes Rendall. “Autonomous mobile robots (AMRs) have the ability to �ip that script and
allow manufacturers to realize lower operating costs and increased competitiveness. In a post-COVID world where localization is
the latest trend, U.S. and Canadian businesses now have access to innovative [technology] that increases competitiveness and
mitigates labor shortages.

Stronger-than-expected growth
last year has many machinery
manufacturers feeling bullish about
2022 and 2023. Photo courtesy CNH
Industrial

“Agricultural and construction manufacturers are [typically] less mature than other manufacturing sectors with respect to
automation,” Rendall points out. “In automotive manufacturing, for example, high-mix low-volume facilities often bene�t from
AMRs because of their need for �exibility in mission-critical tasks.

“Assembly processes [in the machinery industry often] include larger or more valuable components that bene�t from the
reduction of WIP that comes from rapid and consistent delivery on AMRs,” explains Rendall.

One equipment manufacturer that has bene�tted from automation is Kubota Manufacturing of America Corp. (KMA), which
operates several factories in Georgia.

“We’ve purchased many different brands of AGVs in recent years and we’re currently using about 160 machines for material
handling applications, including just-in-time parts delivery,” says Brian Arnold, vice president of operations at KMA. “However,
some of the devices are built in-house by our manufacturing engineering department.

“We’ve developed lost-cost technology that enables us to deploy AGVs in many types of applications,” explains Arnold. “We
typically purchase the drive kits, then integrate things such as the frame structure and safety controls to meet our unique needs.

“Some of our sister plants in Japan are very automated, especially the engine assembly facilities,” adds Arnold. “But, our U.S.
tractor factories rely heavily on manual processes. Everything we produce is built to order, so the volume and diversity of our
product line just doesn’t lend itself to fully automated systems.”

Industry 4.0 Helps Reduce Human Errors
One of the goals of Industry 4.0 technology is to empower operators to be more productive without compromising safety. It
allows assemblers to do what they do best while enabling better throughput and quality.

“In general, the agricultural and construction equipment industry tends to [make products] that are much larger in size compared
to other manufacturing sectors,” says Paul Ryznar, CEO of LightGuide Inc., a company that specializes in augmented reality
technology. “Takt times are also much longer, increasing the risk that critical steps may be accidentally skipped or performed out
of order, resulting in downstream rework.

“Machinery manufacturers are looking for ways to leverage Industry 4.0 technology to tackle challenges throughout the
manufacturing process,” explains Ryznar. “Some of these challenges include quality, productivity, throughput, operational
visibility and training.

“With Industry 4.0 becoming more prevalent, [manufacturing engineers] ae searching for practical [ways to solve plant �oor
challenges] as quickly, e�ciently and completely as possible,” claims Ryznar. “One of the best ways of utilizing Industry 4.0
technology is to limit or remove human error through the standardization of processes. With [projected augmented reality
technology], we’re able to translate past issues, such as ‘tribal knowledge,’ into a repeatable and interactive process.

Volvo Construction Equipment’s Factory 4 Tomorrow initiative is exploring new technologies that make manufacturing more sustainable.
Photo courtesy Volvo Construction Equipment

“Assembly lines are often fast-paced environments susceptible to human error,” says Ryznar. “Anything that can be done to limit
or remove this human error is key in driving quality and productivity. By converting traditional paper- or monitor-based work
instructions into an augmented and interactive environment, [engineers] we can improve throughput considerably, and
effectively eliminate quality concerns at the workstation.”

“The biggest bene�t of Industry 4.0 is that you’re able to leverage data like never before,” adds Ed Garibian, CEO of LLumin Inc.,
an operations software company that produces products such as READYAsset and READYTrak. “The organizations leveraging it
—the ones that know how to use it and have the right software and people in place to get the most from their data—are going to
win the game.

“[Machinery manufacturers] can do more with what they have,” claims Garibian. “They can communicate better, compliance is
smoother, maintenance is e�cient and they can automatically trigger actions based on that data. This enables people to do
more with less. It provides knowledge-sharing at every step of the way.

“Rear-view mirror data leads to reactive and expensive practices,” explains Garibian. “Using real-time data is a game-changer
when margins are slight and competition is steep.”

Machinery manufacturers are investing in automation to maximize the production capacity of current
facilities. Photo courtesy Kubota Manufacturing of America Corp.

“With industry 4.0, you can collect a lot of information from different sources in assembly plants,” adds Maziar Adl, chief
technology o�cer at Gocious, a cloud-based software system for manufacturers with complex product lines. “As a result, you
gain more knowledge and transparency on what’s happening across your operation to make better decisions and help take the
correct action. The other bene�t is digital transformation.

“The ongoing issues emerging from globalization, supply chain disruptions and the pandemic are forcing an increase in
automation adoption and the improvement of digital tools available for manufactures,” notes Adl. “Enabling more advanced
automation through industry 4.0 [can enable engineers to] remotely manage and maintain their factories to make them more
resilient.”

CNH Industrial Sees Big Role for Cobots

Agricultural manufacturers are looking for ways to leverage
Industry 4.0 technology to improve quality and productivity.
Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

CNH Industrial is a leading producer of agricultural and construction equipment, with popular brands such as CaseIH, New
Holland and Steyr. The company is also at the forefront of applying automation and Industry 4.0 technology. In fact, it’s in the
midst of implementing a global smart factory initiative that is focused on deploying state-of-the-art AGVs and collaborative
robots.

“We want to minimize the risk to workers and also improve their physical well being,” says Peter Ommeslag, head of Industry 4.0
at CNH Industrial. “Cobots and AGVs reduce the potential for accidents, while also decreasing the physicality of day-to-day work.

“E�ciency is the main focus of our activity,” explains Ommeslag. “But, we also consider other aspects to make jobs even easier
and to change the way we go about manufacturing, by introducing new technologies, a new culture and new skills into our
production lines.

“We’ve found that cobots substantially minimize the previous di�culties our staff endured,” claims Ommeslag. “They can be
used by employees with disabilities and those using wheelchairs, which is great.

The Biden administration’s infrastructure initiative is good
news for construction equipment manufacturers. Photo
courtesy Caterpillar Inc.

“With aging workforces becoming more common, cobots will allow people to work longer and more safely,” Ommeslag point out.
“They are a very intuitive technology, so people don’t need extra training. As the technology continues to evolve, cobots have
huge potential for learning new skills in the future.”

“We are working together with our sister plants around the globe to adapt the latest Industry 4.0 tools,” adds Bill Baasch, vice
president of manufacturing at CNH Industrial North America. “As we develop, learn and grow, we continue to apply new
automation and technology.

“We view a ‘smart factory’ as a facility where technology is able to self-optimize, self-con�gure and self-diagnose equipment,
letting us know when issues may be arising,” explains Baasch. “When machines talk back to us, we can avoid problems before
they arise.

“We have installed sensors and predictive analytics software in our production equipment,” says Baasch, who is responsible for
managing operations at 11 CNH Industrial factories that produce a wide variety of agricultural equipment. “That allows us to
monitor things such as shaft vibrations in machining centers. We also look for temperature increases that might indicate that a
bearing or some other type of critical part is wearing out, plus spikes in electricity, gas and air pressure.

“Automation and Industry 4.0 technology helps us improve productivity and employee safety in our assembly plants,” Baasch
points out. For instance, he says collaborative robots are used on repetitive tasks such as parts feeding.

CNH Industrial is at the forefront of applying automation and Industry 4.0 technology in its factories.
Photo courtesy CNH Industrial

Collaborative robots enable humans and machines to safely
work in close proximity. Photo courtesy CNH Industrial

“Most of our facilities also use AGVs throughout their production
processes to standardize logistics routes and safely deliver parts,”
says Baasch. “That frees up labor that is very hard to get today.

“The labor market has been a big challenge for us,” explains
Baasch. “To address the issue, we’ve looked at some augmented
reality technology where we can get operators exposure and
experience before they actually step foot on the factory �oor. It
also helps us address quality issues.”

In particular, CNH Industrial has harnessed virtual reality
technology to train welders. In addition to teaching both new hires
and veteran welders alike in a safe environment, costs are
reduced because parts and materials aren’t scrapped or wasted.

“We’ve been able to successfully implement automation and
Industry 4.0 technology at various facilities,” says Baasch. “Once
we’ve successfully piloted and tested an application, we try to roll
it out to other plants.”

Baasch and his colleagues have applied lessons learned to
several factories throughout North America. For instance:

      The Grand Island, NE, plant that produces combine harvesters and windrowers piloted augmented reality welding simulation
to train operators.

      The New Holland, PA, factory that produces implements such as balers, mowers, rakes and spreaders piloted a project
involving assembly line cobots.

      The tractor plant in Racine, WI, uses AGVs to transport transmissions from subassembly lines to the �nal assembly line.

      The Wichita, KS, facility that makes construction equipment piloted a project with sensors that enable machining centers and
welding robots to perform self-diagnosis tasks.

CNH Industrial has also experimented with additive manufacturing and digital twins.

“We have used digital twin technology for material handling applications to optimize parts picking,” explains Baasch. “At our
Wichita plant, we’ve used an ergo suit to measure and record operator movements. That helps with ergonomic risk assessment
and analysis.

“Additive manufacturing has also been extremely bene�cial to us and plant �oor applications will continue to grow in the future,”
claims Baasch. “Most of our plants are equipped with 3D printers that produce �xtures, jigs and gauges. We’ve also printed decal
placement guides and part mockups.

“Additive manufacturing has been an integral part of our design enhancements and has been essential to improving product
quality,” says Baasch. “It’s very helpful to be able to put a part or tool in your hand in just a few hours, and then be able to
physically see it and touch it.”

CNH Industrial engineers are also using 3D printers to create miniature mockups of plant layouts and assembly lines.

Deere Invests in 5G and AI

Most machinery manufacturers have been affected by the labor shortage. Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

Arti�cial intelligence and 5G technology will drive future manufacturing activity at Deere & Co. The machinery giant is in the
process of installing 5G in its factories to transform the way that conveyors, fastening tools, robots and other production
equipment perform and interact. The 5G initiative will power numerous Industry 4.0 initiatives, improving the automation of
production processes and real-time monitoring of machine conditions.

The technology will enable Deere to connect multiple devices at once and move more data faster than ever. As 5G is adopted, it
will improve the ability of engineers to deploy arti�cial intelligence (AI), data analytics, digital twins and other smart factory tools.
It will also enable millions of devices, such as actuators, cameras, motors and sensors, to be connected wirelessly with each
other.

“John Deere has always focused on how to empower customers to do more with less by using technology, and our focus on tech
goes way beyond the �elds,” says Jahmy Hindman, chief technology o�cer at Deere. “It impacts every single aspect of our
business, and we’re constantly looking at ways to improve our own e�ciencies and outcomes with it.

Flexibility and speed of change are
becoming more important to
construction equipment
manufacturers. Photo courtesy
Volvo Construction Equipment

“Implementing 5G in our manufacturing facilities [will allow us] to make signi�cant progress in our Smart Industrial strategy by
turning factories into connected manufacturing facilities, a critical piece of IoT,” claims Hindman. “[Our] manufacturing facilities
are extraordinarily complex environments that rely on automation and connectivity.

“With miles of embedded Ethernet cables connecting Wi-Fi drop points currently in factory ceilings, the facilities are faced with
limited �exibility for set up and upgrades,” explains Hindman. “5G enabled by private networks will allow [us] to design a more
�exible, nimble and connected facility, creating opportunity for further advancement and greater e�ciency that will transform the
manufacturing process.

“Private 5G technology also creates the opportunity to expand factory capabilities leveraging edge computing, analytics and
autonomous devices," adds Hindman. “[It] empowers a larger set of smart applications like real-time location systems, asset
tracking, inventory management, wearables, building automation and robotics for operational cost savings.”

Deere also sees big potential for AI technology. In fact, it recently partnered with Intel Corp. on a project to improve robotic
welding applications. The system uses a computer vision system from Adlink Technology Inc. to automatically spot common
defects in the automated welding process.

The integrated, end-to-end system of hardware and software can generate insights at levels beyond the human sense’s
capability. When using a neural network-based inference engine, the system logs defects in real time and automatically stops
the welding process.

Additive manufacturing enables
engineers to create mockups of
plant layouts and assembly lines.
Photo courtesy CNH Industrial

“Deere is using computer vision, where a video stream is processed through an industrial PC (IPC) to deliver real-time analysis
that inspects welds for defects,” says Ricky Watts, industrial segments director at Intel. “Use of a hardened camera is required,
due to the harsh environment associated with welding temperatures and other environmental variables.

“The camera is aimed at the robotic welder’s puddle, and has a frame rate and resolution that enables the IPC to interrogate the
weld’s quality with an algorithm trained with previous welding images,” explains Watts.

“The combination of the camera’s streaming video into the IPC, which is running this algorithm, enables a robotic welder to cease
welding within a half of a second of defect detection, helping eliminate rework and improving quality of welds,” Watts point out.
“This is especially valuable for the multiple-pass welds associated with many of Deere’s machines.

“All data available to manufacturers is being considered in new ways, thanks to AI,” claims Watts. “Real-time detection of product
defects and worker safety, yield improvement, machine predictive maintenance, and other improvements are now possible with
the use of AI. The availability of ubiquitous, reduced-cost compute capabilities can analyze massive amounts of data, including
image, video, time series, text and audio.

Agricultural and construction equipment manufacturers traditionally rely on manual assembly
processes. Photo courtesy Kubota Manufacturing of America Corp.

“The real-time inspection of an assembly can help ensure quality or completeness prior to the assembly being integrated into
another, higher-value assembly,” says Watts. “This signi�cantly reduces rework, inspection times and disruption of processes
associated with subassemblies.”

“Welding is a complicated process,” adds Andy Benko, quality director for Deere’s construction and forestry division. “AI has the
potential to help us produce our high-quality machines more e�ciently than before. The introduction of new technology into
manufacturing is opening up new opportunities and changing the way we think about some processes that haven’t changed in
years.”

Deere uses gas metal arc welding (GMAW) to fabricate thousands of mild- to high-strength steel parts that are used to assemble
its green and yellow machines.

“One common welding challenge felt across the [machinery] industry is porosity, in which cavities in the weld metal are caused
by trapped gas bubbles as the weld cools,” explains Benko. “The cavities weaken the weld strength.

Agricultural equipment is typically
assembled in low-volume, high-mix
facilities. Photo courtesy CNH
Industrial

“Traditionally, GMAW defect detection has been a manual process requiring highly skilled technicians,” says Benko. “Past
attempts to deal with weld porosity issues during the welding process haven’t always been successful. If these �aws are found
later in the manufacturing process, they require rework or even scrapping of full assemblies, which can be disruptive and
expensive.”

According to Benko, traditional manual inspection methods require highly skilled operators who rely on visual and auditory
indicators. These inspectors are expensive, di�cult to �nd and face numerous challenges when detecting defects in factory
environments.

Using a neural network-based inference engine, the AI system can not only detect defects in real time, but also automatically
stop the welding process via robotic actuation before the defect is prolonged and the part is damaged beyond repair. It can also
be retrained to detect additional types of defects in the welding process.

Volvo Implements ‘Factory 4 Tomorrow’

CNH Industrial uses virtual reality technology to train welders. Photo courtesy CNH Industrial

Volvo Construction Equipment recently implemented an Industry 4.0 initiative dubbed Factory 4 Tomorrow (F4T). The goal of the
global effort is to explore new technologies to make manufacturing more sustainable.

“[We are] embracing change and putting the power for innovation directly in the hands of [our] employees with F4T,” says Lina
Stålberg, head of manufacturing technology development and governance at Volvo CE. “Factory 4 Tomorrow is about far more
than just introducing new technologies; there’s a far higher purpose behind it. It’s about building a world we want to live in and
workplaces we want to work in.”

Across 14 production sites around the world, smart factory teams have been set up, tasked with looking for ways to innovate
and impact the business. The teams are actively seeking ways to solve everyday business problems and challenges with the
help of Industry 4.0 technology such as AI.

“They will be experimenting and testing new ideas and ways of working,” explains Stålberg. “It will be a complete overhaul of
every production detail, and the innovations that are explored could very well become a reality on the factory �oor in the coming
years. Automation in the factories will reduce the need for employees to engage in repetitive tasks, creating a safer and more
ergonomic work environment.”

“As well as creating an attractive workplace, Factory 4 Tomorrow will transform [our] manufacturing processes, delivering
signi�cant bene�ts for customers, many of whom are demanding more customization and more individualized products,” adds
Brunno Muller, head of advanced manufacturing engineering and research at Volvo CE.

New Heavy-Duty Press Shapes Bulldozer Blades

Beckwood Press Co. recently delivered a 50-ton gib-guided bulldozer press to Haven Steel Products Inc. It will be used to bend
and straighten heated steel to form industrial rotary blades. Haven Steel is a leading fabricator of heat-treated steel
components used by agricultural and construction equipment manufacturers.

The side-acting press features an eight-point square gib-guidance system that minimizes lateral movement under load to
ensure parallelism throughout the cycle. Presence-sensing safety mats and a hydraulically actuated unloading mechanism
provide additional protection from the heated parts.

The custom press is integrated into a fully automated workcell that includes a preheat oven, part handling robots and an
automated chute. Automation integration of the press with a custom part loading machine and unloading mechanism was
performed by Techam Solutions. The automation sequence coordinates a robust machine tending function for the press.

“The press is an integral part of the overall automation project,” says Tom Oxley, special projects manager at Haven Steel
Products. “[It enables] parts to be formed and directly inserted into the heat-treat process untouched by human hands. The
[system] improves workplace safety, work environment, productivity and quality.”

“We are continuing to see an increase in automation requests from press users in nearly every industry,” adds Caleb Dixon,
sales manager at Beckwood Press. “By working with both the integrator and the end user on this project, we were able to
ensure the press met Haven Steel’s production needs, while providing Techam with the programming infrastructure it needed to
incorporate the automation components.”

“Thanks to globalization and new technologies, �exibility and speed of change are becoming more important,” claims Muller. “A
digital transformation will accelerate [our] lean journey toward operational excellence. Optimized manufacturing will also bring
sustainability bene�ts, helping to reduce [our] industrial footprint.

“Industry 4.0 is about digitalization of the industry to better utilize data to add value to our business,” says Muller. “Advanced
manufacturing technology is part of our F4T journey and we continuously investigate different applications.”

According to Muller, Volvo CE is pursing the following initiatives in its assembly plants:

       Inspection by vision. “By using cameras and machine learning, we can detect quality characteristics and improve logistics
triggering points (parts availability) in an autonomous and e�cient way,” says Muller. “We can also process quality checks
without human intervention.”

       Jig-free welding. “Welding robots and material handling robots collaborate to optimize the welding process, reduce material
waiting time and increase the e�ciency of our processes,” explains Muller.

      Advanced analytics and predictive maintenance. “We are using sensors to capture various equipment data, such as
temperature, vibration and voltage,” notes Muller. “With advanced analytics, we create models to predict and anticipate
breakdowns. We are moving from time-based maintenance to condition-based maintenance.”

      Robotic Process Automation (RPA) for production planning. “Repetitive tasks carried out by employees in production
planning and veri�cation have been supported by our RPA to reduce nonvalue adding activities,” says Muller. “Employees can
[now] focus more on value-adding tasks.”

      Virtual manufacturing for new product development and process validation. “We utilize virtual labs to validate products in
early stages of development, thus reducing lead time and cost,” claims Muller. “Virtual labs are also used to improve process
validation, such as paint robot programming and simulation.”

      Additive manufacturing. “We use 3D printing to create new �xtures to support continuous improvement and to prototype
parts during product changes,” says Muller.
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RIVETING
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The bene�ts of blind riveting go
way beyond the ability to install a

fastener from only one side of a
part or structure.

All About
Blind Riveting

To help customers, Stanley Engineered Fastening often replicates a blind rivet’s
grip range in a lab setting on a test plate. The test helps ensure that a speci�c
rivet will work in a real-world application. Photo courtesy Stanley Engineered
Fastening

I n the celebrity world, the price of being well known is the public knows too much about a star’s private life. But, in the
assembly world, the price of being a well-known technology is end-users sometimes know too much about one process

bene�t and too little about its other bene�ts.

This is the situation with blind riveting. Many people in manufacturing know that the process allows an assembler to fully install
a rivet in a joint from only one side of a part or structure. A lot fewer know about the other important advantages these rivets
offer over threaded fasteners.

For starters, the rivets cannot be under-torqued, over-torqued or set loose. They quickly, simply and cost-effectively join metals,
plastics, composites, wood, �berboard and hollow tubular structures. Blind rivets also resist vibration, secure joints with a short
clamp length and eliminate the possibility of surface marring.

Interestingly, blind rivets are one of the oldest types of fasteners, having been around for more than a century. The POP rivet (so
named because it “popped” when installed) was patented by British engineer Hamilton Neil Wylie in 1916. Within 30 years, steel
and aluminum break-stem blind rivets were widely used in several industries throughout Europe and the United States.

Blind rivets are still popular in Europe, with some of the most interesting rivet developments and installations occurring there. For
example, Sarev SRL Unipersonale, based in Padua, Italy, makes various types of blind rivets—including the Mass rivet composed
of a copper body, a copper-plated mandrel and a brass faston terminal.

Because of these features, the rivet also conducts current and is often used in the assembly of household appliances and
electrical panels. It is custom designed by Sarev engineers and based on the number of cables to be connected and the type of
materials to be fastened in the application.

Much further Northeast, in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia, automotive-turbocharger manufacturer CZ a.s. uses tubular blind rivets to
attach an ID plate to the product’s compressor housing. The rivets are installed with a one-way mandrel at a rate of up to 70 per
minute. Hammer-drive screws were initially used to hold the plates in place, but the hammer often damaged the screw head and
the installed screws looked bad.

When blind rivets were �rst introduced, they were made of aluminum and used as a replacement fastener for solid rivets that
required repair. More than 100 years later, the rivets come in various types, materials, and head styles, and are increasingly being
used to assemble products in industries as diverse as aerospace, automotive, electronics, solar power, jewelry and
woodworking.

A Proven Process

The Kingset tool automatically feeds standard rivets that are loaded on a plastic strip. Photo courtesy
Industrial Rivet & Fastener Co.

Blind riveting has a decades-long track record of success, especially with large assemblies. As a result, blind rivets are used in
white goods, heavy trucks, tractors, garage doors and prefabricated metal buildings. Increasingly, however, the rivets are also
used to assemble small products, such as electronic components in cell phones.

A blind rivet is a two-piece fastener consisting of a headed, hollow rivet body and a solid mandrel (or stem). The body looks like a
small tube that is �ared on one end. A hole, or core, usually extends the length of the body. The mandrel protrudes from the core
and looks like a nail or wire.

After a hole is drilled or punched through the parts to be joined, the rivet body is inserted. Next, the jaws in the rivet tool’s
nosepiece are positioned to properly grip the mandrel. As the tool pulls the mandrel head into the rivet body, the head expands
the walls of the rivet radially to �ll the hole. This pulling also deforms the rivet body into a load-bearing head or bulb at the end of
the rivet, clamping the sheets together. Once the tool reaches a predetermined setting force or tensile load, the mandrel breaks
off and either falls to the ground or is moved by vacuum into a collection device.

Equipment suppliers note that mandrel collection is especially important at automotive and aerospace plants to limit debris.
Small pieces of loose metal in a car may produce rattling that annoys the driver, whereas in an aircraft they can cause serious
structural damage.

The typical blind-rivet installation takes less than a
second and requires the worker to pull the tool trigger
only once. Extra-long-rivet installation may require two
trigger pulls if the tool’s piston stroke is too short or its
traction pulling power is too low.

“Even though blind riveting is a reliable fastening
method, it does have limitations,” says Craig Bonnville,
sales director of the GESIPA riveting division at SFS
Group USA Inc. “Fastener installation is fast and
permanent. However, if the rivet needs to be removed
and reworked, extra care should be taken so as to
remove the rivet correctly without damage to the
application. In addition, training the assembler about the
tool is helpful to ensure that everything works as
intended and the rivet is correctly fastened in the
application.”

GESIPA makes several assembly installation tools,
including the electric GAV 8000 handheld model. The
basic eco version comes without process monitoring,
whereas the electronic version offers this capability.

Bonnville says both versions come with easy-to-use
menu and function buttons on an HMI display. The tools
handle rivets with body lengths greater than 30
millimeters and a �ange diameter up to 11.4 millimeters.
All spent mandrels are evacuated through a hose
connected to a collection container.

The Rivet Roster

When installed, the Bulb-Tite rivet has a trifurcate expansion (like opening �ower petals) on the back side of the material, so the clamping
force is spread out. Photo courtesy GESIPA

“Automotive engineers are often encouraged to design out fasteners, clips and blind rivets to reduce the complexity of assembly
and logistics in the management of class C components,” explains Steven Sherman, vice president of engineering at Industrial
Rivet & Fastener Co. (IRFC), which has made all types of rivets since 1912. “In our experience, as often as they are being
designed out, they are being designed into new applications at a much higher rate for a whole host of reasons.”

Blind rivets come in different types, materials, diameters, grip ranges and head styles. Standard open-end rivets are the most
common and least expensive, but are neither watertight nor very strong.

Closed-end rivets have a cup-shaped end con�guration that eliminates water ingress from within the body of the rivet, but not
between the outside of the body and the material. Sealed rivets are similar to standard ones, except that the mandrel is
completely enclosed, resulting in a watertight seal after installation.

Multi-grip rivets compress when used on thin material, leaving less material hanging off the back. Nonstructural rivets break the
mandrel near the blind-side head, leaving a short length of mandrel in the rivet body and the core partially �lled.

Structural rivets, in contrast, retain part of the mandrel after break-off to provide high shear and tensile strength, and vibration
resistance. These rivets can be used to complement structural adhesives by securing the parts while the adhesive cures.

Blind rivets are speci�ed by the rivet and mandrel material (in that order), and matching both materials is always recommended.
Rivet materials include steel, stainless steel, aluminum, copper, brass and plastic. Industry-speci�c materials include nylon rivets,
which automotive Tier 1s and OEMs use to join molded plastic components, and non-ferrous-alloy Monel and Inconel rivets,
which are often speci�ed for aerospace applications.

The standard diameter of a rivet ranges from 0.094 to 0.375 inch. However, manufacturers in speci�c markets frequently require
rivets with a diameter up to 0.625 inch.

“Certain types of rivets, like our Speed Fastening series, are greatly increasing in popularity,” notes Samir Custovic, product
manager for blind fastening in North America at Stanley Engineered Fastening. “Several versions, including NeoSpeed, Briv, and
Chobert, are available and installed using a unique repetition mandrel system. During placement, our tool pulls the mandrel
through the rivet, resulting in both axial and radial expansion, while providing clamp and hole �ll.”

These side-by-side images, from different angles, show a cobot-mounted Taurus 2 tool (blue) install blind rivets in aluminum framing.
Photos courtesy GESIPA

The tool Custovic is referring to is the battery-powered Stanley SB25PT-05, which is backwards compatible with the predecessor
hydropneumatic series on which it is based. Both have the same interface design, making it easier for the operator to transition
from a corded tool to a cordless one.

Equally important, the tool quickly creates repeatable joints with high accuracy. Its standard features include a low-force single-
�nger trigger, ergonomic soft grip handle for operator comfort, and an LED light to ensure a clear sight line to the application.

For the past year or so, a U.S.-based manufacturer has been using the SB25PT-05 and NeoSpeed blind rivets to assemble
industrial ladders. The company has installed millions of such rivets during this time, and prefers them to the solid rivets it
previously used. It especially likes that the system allows quick rivet reloading and leaves behind no mandrel waste.

Each blind rivet has a speci�ed grip range that indicates the thickest and thinnest combination of materials it can properly hold
together. The wider the range, the greater variation of thicknesses where a single rivet can be used.

Blind-rivet head styles include dome (standard), oversized dome and �at. The oversized dome head is typically used in softer
materials to increase the load-bearing area. A �at head is countersunk for a �ush �t.

To fasten assemblies made of composite materials, such as plastic, �berglass and plywood, rivets with different upset styles are
used. These rivets produce a trifurcate expansion (like opening �ower petals) on the back side of the material, so the clamping
force is spread out.

The Bulb-Tite made by GESIPA is one such rivet. It features a large-diameter closing head that gently distributes pressure on
sensitive and porous materials. Common automotive applications include joining composite materials when mounting
loudspeakers, door modules, body and instrument panels, and seating.

The closing head protects the rivet from being pulled out of the application, and the locked mandrel keeps the joint safely
together even when exposed to high loads. End-users also like that the closing head is aesthetically pleasing, with a low pro�le.
The rivet has a wide grip range and produces a tight joint that remains rattle-free when exposed to vibration.

Also popular among manufacturers are blind-rivet nuts and nut studs. The one-piece rivet nut features load-bearing internal
threads for attaching removable parts in material that may be too thin to accommodate a thread. A nut stud combines a rivet nut
with a screw, and is an effective replacement for a weld stud. It can also be installed into prepainted material.

Trendsetting Tools

A battery-powered tool, the PB2500 SMART rivet gun features an on-board process monitoring system with
built-in touch screen. Photo courtesy Stanley Engineered Fastening

Installing blind rivets requires a tool that holds the body in place while the mandrel is pulled into or through the rivet. A wide
range of manual and automated tools are available. The latter include hydropneumatic and cordless electric, which, over the
past 25 years, have become lighter, more powerful and more ergonomic.

Each tool is furnished with one or more nosepieces to set the most frequently used range of rivet sizes. Special nosepieces are
available for particular applications where extra reach into narrow channels or pivot functionality is required.

Manual, pliers-like hand tools are generally limited to low-volume applications. They can only install smaller-diameter rivets and
those made from softer materials. On the other hand, manual tools are light and versatile.

Automated installation tools, which include pistol-grip rivet guns and in-line or vertical riveters, offer greater pulling capacity and
are better able to withstand the kick that is created when a rivet is set. The pistol-grip tools are designed for use in a horizontal
plane.

In-line riveters provide an option for vertical riveting and can be hung from a counterbalance, just like an in-line screwdriver. For
high-volume applications, rivet tools can be equipped with multiple heads that install more than one fastener at a time. Tools can
also be supplied with automatic feeding units that hold several thousand rivets.

“About 98 percent of the tools used to install blind rivets for assembly are the handheld type,” says Sherman. “This is because
handheld tools are the easiest way to join multiple layers of metal and plastic. Manufacturers do use in-line and robot-mounted
tools as well, but only when the application requires it.”

IRFC offers a complete range of tools to install blind rivets, including manual and lever operated, autofeed, pneudraulic, battery
operated and end-of-arm tooling that mounts on a robot. This latter tooling is robot-agnostic, and custom made and designed by
IRFC engineers for each application.

Less than two years ago, IRFC introduced the third generation of its Freeset battery-powered tool. Force and distance sensors in
the tool enable process monitoring of each rivet installation. Other features include an LCD screen, a rivet counter and a Wi-Fi
card that wirelessly sends data to the tool controller, as well as the plant’s data center, for management tracking and analysis.

Last fall, GESIPA introduced its PowerBird Pro Gold Edition, a cordless tool with a setting force of 20 kilonewtons for extra-strong
rivets. It handles rivets from 2.4 to 6.4 millimeters in diameter, and is powered by a Cordless Alliance System (CAS) battery pack
based on either lithium-ion or lithium-ion high density technology. A 2-amp-hour battery pack comes standard with the tool, with
a compact 4-amp-hour battery being offered as an accessory.

“Besides being more ergonomic, this tool allows assemblers to install a high volume of rivets on one battery charge,” explains
Bonnville. “End-users also like the CAS battery because it can be used in all of our PowerBird rivet-installation tools, and many
customers have more than one type of PowerBird tool.”

Also battery powered is the PB2500 SMART rivet gun from Stanley. Its smartness, so to speak, stems from an on-board process
monitoring system with built-in touch screen. After obtaining force-distance data for each rivet installation, the system
immediately compares it against a ‘good’ force-distance curve. The operator is then noti�ed whether the installed rivet is OK or
not OK. Up to 500,000 setting results can be stored in the tool for later analysis.

The tool is also Wi-Fi and Bluetooth enabled, and designed for blind riveting either on an assembly line or at a remote location.
Custovic says it offers the quality and robustness of the original PB2500 tool, as well as being cordless to further improve worker
accessibility, mobility and productivity.

IRFC’s autofeed-type blind rivet installation tool is called Kingset, which feeds standard rivets (0.1875-inch diameter) from a
plastic strip that is loaded into the tool. It weighs 5.5 pounds, and has a two-second cycle time and eight- to 10-second reload
time. All spent mandrels are collected to prevent them from cluttering the work area.

One electronic-component manufacturer has been using the Kingset for three years to assemble sheet-metal chassis. Sherman
says the company likes that the tool streamlines the process and reduces operator motion. The operator simultaneously inserts
the rivet while aligning the predrilled holes in the metal, thereby reducing the cycle time for each assembly by about 2 minutes.
Shorter cycles enable the company to produce an estimated 600,000 units each year.

What’s New With Blind Riveting.

Automating the Riveting Process.

Assembly Handbook: Blind Riveting.
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DISPENSING

By Austin Weber // Senior Editor
// webera@bnpmedia.com

For optimal manual dispensing,
it's important to match the

settings and equipment to the
application.

Handheld Dispensing
 
 
 

Handheld tools are ideal for dispensing adhesives, �uids and pastes on delicate
parts that require a high degree of touch. Photo courtesy Nordson EFD

Do's and Don'ts

R obotic dispensing equipment is an ideal way to increase productivity, enhance quality and prevent rejects. However, these
capabilities come at a cost that can’t always be justi�ed. For low-volume production, and applications that don’t have critical

dispensing speci�cations, handheld, powered dispensers provide the answer to many assemblers’ needs.

Some assembly applications simply demand manual dispensing equipment. That’s especially true for companies that make
products such as airplanes, boats, furniture, medical devices, musical instruments, recreational vehicles, signs, speakers,
tractors and truck trailers.

Handheld tools are ideal for dispensing adhesives, �uids and pastes on delicate parts that require a high degree of touch.
Assemblers working in tight or con�ned spaces also rely on manual dispensing equipment.

Handheld dispensers are available in both palm and pistol-grip con�gurations. They range from basic, manual units that rely
totally on the operator to control dispensing, to more sophisticated units that allow the user to program dispensing time and
pressure settings.

Dispensing pens are suitable for manually dispensing continuous beads or applying dots of low-viscosity �uids, such as
cyanoacrylates, in noncritical applications.

Air-powered dispensers are popular for most handheld applications, because operators can accurately control the amount of
adhesive applied within a reasonable tolerance. Positive displacement dispensers are primarily used for �uids that can change
viscosity over time, such as two-part epoxies.

Mistakes to Avoid

Some operators prefer the look and feel of pistol-grip
dispensers. Photo courtesy Techcon Systems

“Operators don’t always utilize all of the functions of a handheld dispenser,” says Tom Muccino, sales manager at Nordson EFD.
“I’ve been in many different facilities where I walk along an assembly line and see all of the operators using dispensers set in the
‘manual’ mode vs. the ‘time’ mode.

“With the latter, you can set parameters such as pressure and dispense time,” explains Muccino. “With the former, the operator
controls how much material they apply. Assemblers keep their foot on the pedal until they think they’ve dispensed enough �uid
or paste. Essentially, it’s a glori�ed manual process similar to using a hand syringe, a squeeze bottle or a toothpick.

“When I inquire about this type of situation, the answer I usually get from supervisors is ‘our operators like to have control over
how much they apply,’” notes Muccino. “However, if they don’t utilize all of the features that a dispenser has to offer, that’s
actually counterintuitive. It defeats the reason why most manufacturers purchase a dispenser—to provide the precision and
control necessary for an assembly application.

“The manual mode can lead to waste and excessive �uid application,” warns Muccino. “The more excess you apply, the longer it
takes a joint to harden and cure, which can affect process time and throughput. It can also lead to quality issues due to rejected
parts.”

According to Muccino, waste is one of the biggest challenges typically associated with manual dispensing. A common mistake
operators make is applying excess material to each part.

More waste typically occurs with two-part adhesives, such as epoxies. Waste also occurs more frequently when bonding small
parts that require less adhesive. Often, excessive waste can be avoided through operator training or by investing in automation.

Sometimes, assemblers simply use the wrong type of components for their application. For instance, choosing the correct tip
can make a big difference.

Dispensing pens are suitable for manually dispensing continuous beads or applying dots of low-
viscosity �uids in noncritical applications. Photo courtesy Fishman Corp.

“Using the right components can alleviate a lot of down time, due to issues such as clogged tips,” says Muccino. “Tips are one of
the most important parts of a handheld dispensing system.

“To maximize the bene�ts of the equipment, you need to use the correct type of tip,” Muccino points out. “A tapered tip is better
for thicker �uids, such as epoxies or soldering paste. On the other hand, a Te�on-lined tip is better for dispensing
cyanoacrylates.”

“The type of valve used can also make a big difference,” adds Can La, product manager at Techcon Systems. “Using the wrong
type of valve can result in accuracy and repeatability issues.

“Low-viscosity materials, such as cyanoacrylates or UV adhesives, work better with needle- or diaphragm-type valves,” explains
La. “High viscosity materials, such as grease, silicones or solder paste, need a spool valve that can suck back excessive material
from the needle.”

Another common mistake with handheld dispensing occurs when �lling syringes. Traditional �lling techniques often cause
problems.

During the syringe �lling process, most operators will �ll through the large end of the syringe and then insert the piston. That
forces them to vent the air trapped between the piston and �uid.

According to Omar Regalado, director of global sales at Fishman Corp., the problem with this approach is that assemblers either
introduce a small bubble of air into the syringe or they go too far pushing �uid past the piston seal, which eventually allows �uid
to leak past the piston.

An air pocket that passes through the dispense tip can “spit” and result in an incomplete dispense, which will result in a rejected
part. Air pockets will cause a spring-like compression in the �uid forcing an extended stroke length that increases cycle time.

An alternative approach to syringe �lling is to purchase syringes with the piston preplunged to the bottom of the syringe and
�lled through the Luer lock or the small end of the syringe. This way, a 90-degree Luer to Luer adapter can be attached to the
syringe �lling system.
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VISION SYSTEMS

New Tech for
Machine Vision

John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

A host of new products offer higher resolutions, faster
speeds and more user-friendly programming.

V ision systems play a vital role in automated assembly systems. They can check for the presence or absence of parts or
materials. They can measure key dimensions of assemblies. They can tell robots the precise location of parts. They can

even read 1D and 2D codes. Here’s a look at some of the latest developments.

A Proven Process

The new BVS SL Smart Camera Lite provides a cost-effective option for manufacturers wanting a
machine vision system, but not requiring all the image analysis features of full-size smart camera
models. Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The new BVS SL Smart Camera Lite from Balluff Inc. is a simpli�ed version of the company’s existing smart camera. The new
lite model provides a cost-effective option for manufacturers wanting a machine vision system, but not requiring all the image
analysis features of full-size smart camera models. But, like Balluff’s other smart cameras, it allows engineers to detect
production defects early in the manufacturing process. It can also be used for reading codes and text, and for guiding robots.

All of the camera’s inspection routines can be implemented with its built-in Cockpit software. All that is needed to con�gure the
camera is a web browser.

Engineers can generate inspection programs and transfer the results to the controller or �le servers. Engineers can adjust the
amount and format of the data as needed. This reduces the amount of data sent over the process network. Integration into an
existing system is easy using the camera’s six programmable I/O. IT and OT communication are delivered via Ethernet TCP/UDP.

For more information, visit www.balluff.com.

Flowchart-Based Vision Software

The latest version of Matrox Design Assistant X �owchart-based vision software includes new tools for
3D imaging and inspection. Photo courtesy Matrox Imaging

Matrox Imaging has released the latest version of its �owchart-based vision software, Matrox Design Assistant X.

Version 2109 includes a range of new 3D steps and functionality; supports Matrox Iris GTX smart cameras; offers OPC UA
communication to manufacturing systems; features a new step for enhancing image contrast; and simpli�es project
troubleshooting and optimization.

The software interfaces to a wide range of 3D cameras and sensors, including Matrox AltiZ 3D pro�le sensors, as well as third-
party 3D cameras and sensors through their SDK or the interface standard they support.

The new version adds the ability to visualize point clouds—optionally color-coded, meshed and �lled—in addition to depth maps
and pro�les.

Also new to Design Assistant X are steps to crop 3D data and calculate volume. The former allows engineers to pull out a portion
of a point cloud for closer analysis, while the latter computes the volume of a depth map or a point cloud.

Iris GTX smart cameras are edge IoT devices that deliver complete on-device image acquisition and processing for real-time,
optimized response and action. Design Assistant X provides Iris users with a suite of tools for developing both traditional vision
operations, as well as deep-learning inference in the form of image classi�cation and segmentation.

The software comes ready for the demands of Industry 4.0, supporting communication using the OPC Uni�ed Architecture (OPC
UA) for interaction with manufacturing systems.

Design Assistant X also includes a new high dynamic range step. This step works to generate images with enhanced contrast by
combining images of an identical scene, taken at different camera exposure levels, into a single image with a greater range of
luminance.

To enhance operator insight, the development environment incorporates new charts into the operator interface to graphically
show results, including trends.

Finally, the software simpli�es project troubleshooting and optimization with run-time execution monitoring and reporting
capabilities.

For more information, visit www.matrox.com/imaging.

Ultra-High-Resolution Cameras

The CV-X and XG-X line of machine vision cameras provide ultra-high resolution and a wide �eld of
view. Photo courtesy Keyence Corp. of America

The CV-X and XG-X line of machine vision cameras from Keyence Corp. of America provide ultra-high resolution and a wide �eld
of view.

The most powerful camera in the lineup is a 64 megapixel camera for detailed inspection over a wide �eld of view. The camera
has 12.8 times more pixels than a 5 megapixel camera. Global shutter technology allows inspection even on production lines
with moving targets.

Ultra-high resolution and a wide �eld of view are advantageous for several reasons. Typically, when inspecting large targets,
either the camera or the target must be moved to ensure accuracy, resulting in longer inspection times.

For dimensional inspections of small parts, such as multi-pin connectors, insu�cient resolution can have a negative impact on
accuracy. With the new camera, the entire target can be imaged with a single capture, without sacri�cing accuracy, and
inspection can be performed with the shortest possible time. This also helps simplify equipment installation.

The CV-X and XG-X cameras are also fast, with an image transfer time of 57.6 milliseconds. The cameras provide an image-
transfer frequency of 1.1 gigahertz—more than �ve times that of conventional systems. This opens the door to high-speed, ultra-
resolution inspections that were not possible before.

Despite the high pixel count, the camera retains the same physical size as conventional models: 50 by 50 millimeters. This
allows the use of general-purpose lenses. The built-in angle sensor allows stable camera installation with alerts if misalignment
from the original setup occurs. As a result, operation is stable at the best possible resolution even for larger targets.

For more information, visit www.keyence.com.

JAI Expands Go-X Series With Rolling Shutter Cameras

JAI has expanded its Go-X Series of small industrial cameras with three new models built around
Sony’s popular STARVIS sensor platform featuring CMOS rolling shutter technology. Photo courtesy JAI

Cameras for Challenging Lighting Conditions

The Genie Nano-1G and Lumenera Lt machine vision cameras provide high levels of detail in low-light
environments. Photo courtesy Teledyne Imaging

Teledyne Imaging has extended its Teledyne DALSA Genie Nano-1G Camera Series and Teledyne Lumenera Lt Series USB3
cameras based on third-generation Sony Pregius Global Shutter CMOS sensors. Available in both color and monochrome
models, the latest cameras are capable of large, full-well capacity and bring increased dynamic range to the Genie Nano-1G and
Lt Series camera portfolio. This, in combination with larger pixel sizes, allows for high levels of detail in low-light environments.

Ranging in resolution from 0.5 to 7.1 million pixels, the cameras take full advantage of the unique high conversion gain provided
by these new Sony Pregius sensors. This allows the cameras to obtain clear images by capturing more light without introducing
high levels of noise.

Both series are engineered to deliver high dynamic range with low read noise for a variety of demanding applications ranging
from traditional machine vision to high-speed industrial automation.

For more information, visit www.teledynedalsa.com.

Vision Sensors Error-Proof Manual Assembly

The Allviss system uses vision sensors and work-instruction software to error-proof manual assembly
tasks at a workstation. Photo courtesy Eye Vision Technology

Allviss from Eye Vision Technology uses vision sensors and work-instruction software to error-proof manual assembly tasks at a
workstation.

The systems shows step by step on a display how the work is to be carried out and which components are to be attached.
Sensors above the work surface recognize which components need to be assembled and shows them to the worker. In this way,
the system supports the employee and provides information at an early stage if the wrong components have been used or
installed in the wrong place. Allviss thus ensures that all assembly steps are carried out in the correct order with the correct
components.

Tools and equipment, such as torque wrenches and bar code scanners, can also be connected to the intelligent assistance
system through various interfaces.

After all work steps have been carried out correctly, Allviss alerts the operator visibly and audibly that the job has been
completed successfully.

All the data that Allviss generates can be integrated into a SCADA system for traceability and analysis.

Assemblers interact with the system via an intuitive touch screen, which is also used to con�gure the system. All processes and
steps are con�gured graphically using a drag and drop system. New parts are trained simply by showing them to the camera.

For more information, visit www.evt-web.com.

Software Breaks Barriers Between Deep Learning,
Traditional Vision

VisionPro Deep Learning 2.0 integrates tightly with VisionPro 10.0, enabling engineers to combine
deep learning and traditional vision tools in the same application. Photo courtesy Cognex Corp.

Cognex Corp. has released two updates to its line of vision software products. VisionPro 10.0 is a major update of the company’s
PC-based vision software that delivers faster application performance and simpler application setup. VisionPro Deep Learning
2.0 integrates tightly with VisionPro 10.0, enabling engineers to combine deep learning and traditional vision tools in the same
application.

The software programs also introduce advanced vision tools for precision gauging and inspection applications. SmartLine is a
hybrid smart tool. It combines deep learning enhanced line �nding for complex scenes with precise positional data from
traditional vision algorithms. The new VisionPro Deep Learning high-detail segmenter is for demanding medical and electronics
applications that require precise measurement of scratches, contamination and other defects.

“As deep learning gains a foothold in the factory, we are seeing that many applications require more than just traditional vision or
deep learning alone—they need both,” says Joerg Kuechen, senior vice president of vision products at Cognex.

For more information, visit www.cognex.com/visionpro-10.
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
This special advertising section is your opportunity to quickly review

assembly equipment, tools, components and services that you can use to
make your product assembly operations more productive and profitable.

The RACO LM Series is a lightweight positioning actuator, which can be

easily con�gured into a wide variety of multiple axis motion systems.

The LM is engineered for a load capacity of 800 lbs., speeds up to 200

inches per second, and a stroke range of 20 feet with a single

extrusion.

RACO International, LP

(412) 835-5744

(412) 835-0338

Toll Free: (888) 289-7226

raco@racointernational.com

www.racointernational.com

LM Series Actuator

Sprinter dot marking machines can apply “dot” codes to products after

testing up to 350 CPM. Ink dries in seconds and is available in rainbow

of colors.

Sprinter Marking Inc.

740-453-1000

sales@sprintermarking.com

www.sprintermarking.com

Pass/Fail Marking System

The GVMAXHD is a leader in its �eld with advanced communication

through IO-link technology. The con�guration and diagnostics have

been simpli�ed through NFC technology for ease of use, and the

integrated Air Saving Control (ACS) system saves you energy.  It has

excellent durability, power, and performance for all your needs.  

COVAL Vacuum Technology

(919) 233-4855

info@coval.com

https://www.coval-inc.com/

The Vacuum Pump That Does It All
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TELSONIC ULTRASONICS INC.

www.telsonic.com

Digital Ultrasonic Metal Welder

The Telso Terminal TT7 welder incorporates the latest version of the company’s proven PowerWheel technology, which ensures maximum reliability and optimum
process control for welding metal cable cross sections up to 200 millimeters square. It also features a new quick-change system that lets operators change tools in

less than 5 minutes. Interfaces allow for digital networking and easy integration into production systems. The welder is designed to immediately detect power supply
interruptions and prevent faulty production, thereby guaranteeing a smooth welding process with accurate results. Typical end-users of the machine are

manufacturers in the electromobility sector, where there is an increasing demand for the highest level of quality and process control in cable assembly, terminal

assembly and battery production. 586-802-0033

PRODUCTS

Dispensing Work Cell

HENKEL CORP.

ASSEMB

PI USA

Mini Robotic StagePallet-Handling Conveyor

DORNER MANUFACTURING

HAMILTON CASTER & MANUFACTURING CO.

Stainless Steel CastersElectric Digital Torque Wrenches

CRANE ELECTRONICS LTD.
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ON CAMPUS

BY AUSTIN WEBER // SENIOR EDITOR

CONTACT
Author

Technical University of Munich
Races Into AV History

I n late October, nine teams of college students representing 21 universities from around the world descended on the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway to compete in the Indy Autonomous Challenge (IAC). The event attracted engineers from as far

away as Hawaii and South Korea.

The list of participants included top-notch American engineering schools, such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Purdue University and the Rochester Institute of Technology. However, despite Yankee ingenuity, they were beaten across the
�nish line by several upstart competitors from overseas.

The Technical University of Munich (TUM) was the overall winner of the event, capturing a $1 million grand prize. Second place
went to EuroRacing, a joint effort from Italy, Poland and Switzerland representing the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia,
the University of Pisa, ETH Zurich and the Polish Academy of Sciences.

The IAC was not a traditional head-to-head race. Instead, it resembled more of a time trial, with only one car allowed on the track
at a time. Each team was required to compete in a fastest-lap competition that included an obstacle avoidance component. TUM
recorded the fastest two-lap average speed of 135.944 mph on the world-famous 2.5-mile oval race track.

The Technical University of Munich beat eight other teams to win
the recent Indy Autonomous Challenge. Photo by Austin Weber

This driverless race car recorded a two-lap average speed of
135.944 mph around the 2.5-mile Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Photo by Austin Weber

“We’re totally thrilled by the results,” says Alexander Wischnewski, team leader of TUM Autonomous Motorsport. “Our objective
was to break 124 mph, and we did that.

“Participating in the Indy Autonomous Challenge allowed our team to advance autonomous driving technology,” claims
Wischnewski. “Being able to take �rst place after two years of hard work acknowledges that we had an outstanding team. Our
next goal is to win a high-speed autonomous head-to-head race.”

According to Wischnewski, the IAC prize money will go toward supporting the university’s efforts to further autonomous
technology research and development.

“The race let us test and optimize an autonomous vehicle’s rapid reactions to unpredictable events taking place at high speeds,”
Wischnewski points out. “This brings us a big step ahead in the development of autonomous vehicles which are safe in street
tra�c.”

Over the past century, auto racing has traditionally pushed the envelope and resulted in many types of passenger vehicle
improvements. Wischnewski believes TUM’s participation will play a similar role and contribute to advancements in AV
technology.

“We believe that autonomous auto racing is an enabler for solving several of the challenges associated with the so-called ‘edge
cases’ in autonomous vehicle development,” says Wischnewski. “If you can drive in this highly uncertain environment of multi-
vehicle racing, you learn a lot about the design of algorithms required to handle unforeseen situations in everyday tra�c, even
though these might have completely different characteristics.

“The control of vehicles at the limits of the physical capabilities in every corner helps us to understand what is needed to build
the next generation of vehicle safety systems, including features such as autonomous evasion maneuvers in situations where
an emergency brake might not be feasible anymore,” explains Wischnewski.

“The Indy Autonomous Challenge placed tremendous demands on vehicles,” adds Wischnewski. “In contrast to normal street
tra�c, there are practically no rules, which means the behavior of the other vehicles is very hard to predict. At speeds of up to
300 kilometers per hour, the software has to react to changes extremely quickly.”

The cars used for the IAC competition were modi�ed Dallara chassis retro�tted with hardware and controls to enable
automation. They were controlled by state-of-the-art arti�cial intelligence technology and advanced driver assistance systems.

German engineering students developed software to control
perception, prediction and tracking at high speeds. Photo by Austin
Weber

Driverless Indy race cars rely on state-of-the-art cameras, lidar
sensors, GPS receivers and radar sensors. Photo by Austin Weber

According to Wischnewski, removing the driver from the cockpit had a big effect on all aspects of the car, including the gearbox,
which required changes related to clutch control, gear ratios and gearshift.

“In just a fraction of a second the on-board computer captures and analyzes all the information supplied by the car’s cameras,
lidar sensors, GPS receivers and radar sensors,” says Wischnewski. “It then uses the data to make predictions…so that decisions
can be made and passed on to the steering and braking systems as driving commands.”

Approximately 60 students majoring in automotive technology, automatic control and mechanical engineering at TUM worked
for more than one year on the IAC project, focusing their efforts on a software architecture that could safely and quickly master
these challenges.

The winning car zooms across the famous "yard of bricks" �nish line
at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. Photo courtesy Technical
University of Munich

The Technical University of Munich team captured the $1 million
grand prize in the recent Indy Autonomous Challenge. Photo
courtesy Technical University of Munich

About the Author
Austin has been senior editor for ASSEMBLY Magazine since September 1999. He has more than 21 years of b-to-b publishing
experience and has written about a wide variety of manufacturing and engineering topics. Austin is a graduate of the University
of Michigan.

“[Our] software development work�ow is built upon an agile mindset,” explains Wischnewski. “[We] put a lot of effort into
developing a realistic simulation environment well in advance of the �rst real-world tests.

“We put a lot of time and energy into simulating the race car and the race course,” says Wischnewski. “One major challenge was
the task of digitally simulating the optical cameras and lasers.”

Wischnewski and his colleagues also simulated races with as many as eight autonomous race cars. “The virtual races made it
possible for us to recognize and correct a lot of errors in advance,” he points out. “This also gave us an advantage, since
transferring the software to the real car was not a big issue.”

TUM plans to participate in a head-to-head autonomous race this month at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway. The Autonomous
Challenge @ CES will take place on Jan. 7.
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Automotive Ethernet Cables

Photo by Jim Camillo .

Chief Enterprises
Tackles Tough Jobs
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Yes, We Can Do That

For Chief Enterprises LLC, the formula for
success is straightforward: Build the
uncommon wire harnesses that no other
shop wants to.

CEL uses an Alpha 455 machine made by
Komax to automatically measure, cut, strip
and crimp wire. Photo by Jim Camillo

By Jim Camillo // Senior Editor // camilloj@bnpmedia.com
 
 A �rmation is a great thing for the person or organization being a�rmed. But, it can be just as bene�cial for the a�rmer, in
the right situation.

Wire harness maker Chief Enterprises LLC (CEL) will strongly attest to this fact. Over the past 20 plus years, the Elmhurst, IL-
based company has become successful by continually saying yes to manufacturers that need uncommon harnesses other
shops can’t or won’t build.

“We stick to making the oddball harnesses, i.e., those that are not normally done in a typical wire harness shop,” explains Kevin
Hultquist, COO and vice president of engineering and technology at CEL. “Many involve the use of nonstandard processes, such
as using glue in connectors, and are simple, containing just two or four wires and a small number of circuits or connectors.
Others can be complex in terms of process engineering, special materials or sorting characteristics, such as a speci�ed coating
or color-coded wire.”

Some harnesses CEL assembles are complex in terms of process engineering or sorting characteristics, such as the use of color-coded wire.
Photo by Jim Camillo

This approach to harness assembly has paid off well for CEL since 1999, when it made some simple harnesses for automotive
customers of Robert Bosch GmbH as a favor to the company. CEL was distributing various Bosch automotive components and
assembling windshield wiper systems for them at the time, according to Hultquist. The company began distributing the
components about �ve years after its founding in 1991 by Jim Gabelman and son Andy as a metals business that supplied
custom metal reels, blanks and tube lighting to Midwest companies to make their own signs.

Today, the metals business is gone, and part distribution, specialty design services, and manufacturing and selling power
distribution modules are the main sources of CEL’s income. This fact, however, in no way lessens the company’s reputation as a
well-known assembler of high-quality, niche harnesses for manufacturers in industries as diverse as agricultural equipment,
electric vehicles and snowmobiles.

Bosch-Based Beginning
To hear Hultquist tell it, CEL’s harness making division began
with a simple yes to a request from business partner Bosch.
It seems the automotive parts manufacturer was simply too
big to cost-effectively make small batches of simple
harnesses for some customers, and asked CEL if it could
handle the work.

“The �rst harnesses we assembled were only about 1 foot
long and used for automotive fuel injection systems,” says
Hultquist. “Each harness had only two wires. But, we were
happy to help Bosch with this request and solve a problem
they had, while remaining transparent.”

Impressed with CEL’s harness work, Bosch began sending
more work their way on a regular basis. The relationship has
continued to strengthen over the past 25 years, in both wire-
harness building and electrical connector distribution. As a
result, CEL is now Bosch’s only connector distributor to Tier
1 and Tier 2 automotive suppliers in North America.

With its harness division consistently growing, CEL decided
to reach out to other suppliers to form distribution and
harness-making partnerships. Over time, these came to
fruition with companies like TE Connectivity (engineered
electric components), Amphenol Sine (heavy-duty
interconnect systems), Hongfa (signal, power and latching
relays), VTE Inc. (terminal insulators and bus bars) and EGIS
Mobile Electric (electrical power and battery protection
technology).

“All of these relationships bring us a lot of harness-
assembly work on a regular basis,” notes
Hultquist. “The projects are for offbeat or
nonstandard harnesses, usually in a volume from
50 to less than a few thousand. But, just as
importantly, the harnesses are used in a wide
range of industries, which further extends our
market reach.”

Hultquist says CEL has tracked its harnesses
being used in nearly 20 different industries over
the last decade or so. The most popular are
agricultural equipment, automotive, electric
vehicles, snowmobiles, and all-terrain (ATV) and
utility track vehicles (UTVs). Others include
construction equipment, buses, engines, �re and
emergency vehicles, marine craft, and lawn and
garden equipment.

“People often assume that all large manufacturers
get treated the same by harness makers, but this
is just not the case,” says Hultquist. “Take John
Deere, for example. It needs high-quality
harnesses as much as any automaker. However, it
requires a slightly different harness than the
automotive one and it’s annual production may be
5,000 units compared to millions for a large
vehicle OEM. Many shops are not interested in
producing a limited amount of unique harnesses,
but we always are.”

For harnesses used by Bosch and other customers, CEL applies a small amount of
adhesive (shown here) at the wire-connector interface to improve its endurance
against vibration and extreme temperatures. Photo by Jim Camillo

Not long after entering the harness market, CEL was frequently asked by agricultural-equipment and other manufacturers to
make harnesses that better withstood vibration and harsh weather conditions. For example, Polaris made this request to
improve the performance of its snowmobiles, ATVs and UTVs.

“We learned quickly that the effects of vibration and harsh weather on harnesses are a big deal for manufacturers,” explains
Hultquist. “Most of their harnesses feature connectors similar to those used in automobiles, and traditionally, the harness
makers have simply snapped each wire into the connector. Also traditionally, though, the snowmobile and equipment owners got
used to just replacing the harness when there was any problem related to the attached component, like a fuel injector. Our
design team looked for a better alternative to this short-use-and-toss approach.”

According to Hultquist, CEL engineers worked closely with those at Bosch to investigate the use of an adhesive to improve the
stability and endurance of the wire-connector interface. The engineers were also able to collaborate with an undisclosed
adhesive supplier to develop a proprietary two-component formulation to use at the interface.

“It took about a year of work to test and validate the right adhesive for this purpose,” says Hultquist. “Now, many customers spec
this simple process in the harnesses we build for them. After a 0.5-gram dot of adhesive is automatically dispensed into the
connector opening, it settles deeply into the joint. The worker manually presses the wire inside until it clicks into place. Curing
takes just a few seconds without the need for heat or UV light.”

A BRIC Foundation
Along with custom harnesses, CEL regularly makes
diagnostic, jumper, pigtail, plug-and-play and specialty
harnesses, along with terminated wire leads. Jumper
harnesses convert the electronic control unit (ECU) wiring
in one car to that of another car.

A pigtail harness features individual stripped wires
(pigtails) at one end and a connector compatible with the
target ECU at the other end. Those made by CEL usually
serve as small wire leads for Bosch auto service parts.

CEL plug-and-play harnesses can be used in many
applications, including with the company’s BRIC
(breathable and robust interconnection center) power
distribution modules. Each module consists of a cover
and base that snap together and are made of high-
impact polyphenylene ether and polyamide plastic. CEL
assembles all three series of the BRIC (Standard, Fusion
and Mini) modules at its Elmhurst facility.

“Even though we’ve only made and sold the modules
since 2016, they now account for the highest percentage
of our sales income, about one-third overall,” explains
Hultquist. “We have hundreds of customers that are
currently using one or more modules. Most of them buy
the modules with our harnesses, although many buy the
BRIC alone and build their own harnesses.”

At this workstation, an assembler uses a Dukane iQ Servo ultrasonic
welding machine to join two or more components to form the BRIC
module base. Photo by Jim Camillo

Each cover is custom laser marked at one station on the
assembly �oor. The worker uses software to call up
speci�cally arranged words and graphics, then activates
a Telesis EVCDS machine to use a laser to apply the
markings to the cover.

At a different station, another worker uses a Dukane iQ
Servo ultrasonic welding machine to join two or more
components to form the module base. The process takes
less than 20 seconds, after which the worker performs a
leak test on the base.

As for the CEL harness used with the BRIC module, it
contains 12 to 48 medium-thickness wires, with small
ferrules terminated on one end and copper conductors
ultrasonically welded together on the other by a Stapla
Ultrasonics Corp. machine. The termination and welding
processes are done at separate stations.

Next, the harness is brought to a third station where a
worker uses a hand-operated hydraulic press to crimp a
one-hole lug compression connector over the welded
copper section. She also places a small black band over
the center of the wires to keep them together during
shipping. After receiving the harness, the OEM installs it
by plugging the ferrules into terminal cavities in the
module base and bolting the connector to a bus bar or
other electricity element.

Here, an assembler uses a hand-operated hydraulic press to crimp a
one-hole lug compression connector over a section of ultrasonically
welded copper. Photo by Jim Camillo

“Our customers like the module because it allows for component con�gurability, and the components support a continuous
electrical load up to 300 amps,” notes Hultquist. “In addition, the cover offers one-hand release for easy component access, and
all of the modules are compact enough for applications with limited space.”

The modules use MCP 2.8 receptacles from TE Connectivity that provide up to 40 continuous amps per terminal, which securely
retains the inserted wire. An IP67-rated compression seal frames the cover and keeps water, dust and debris out, even in the
harshest conditions.

Another key feature is the hydrophobic vent. According to Hultquist, the vent alleviates pressure in the sealed chamber by
�ltering out component-produced heat and letting in cool air that is free of moisture and debris.

Half A Million Harnesses
When CEL �rst opened its doors in 1991, it operated a
3,500-square-foot unit in a multi-tenant building in
Elmhurst, IL. The company grew out of that space by
1996, when it moved to its second location in the town—a
9,000-square-foot facility with 1,000 feet dedicated to
assembly. By 2000, CEL had doubled the size of the
building and assembly area to meet its production needs.
In 2005, the company moved to its current home, which
encompasses 26,000 square feet, including 3,500 square
feet for assembly and production.

Fifty six people work here, with half doing management
and o�ce work, and half in assembly and production.
The assemblers work in either of two shifts: 7 a.m. to 3
p.m., or 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.

According to Hultquist, CEL makes close to 500,000
harnesses annually, using 22 to 10 AWG wire supplied by
New Berlin, WI-based IEWC. The harnesses range in
length from a few inches to 15 feet and contain from one
to 15 connectors.

The current facility of CEL encompasses 26,000 square feet, including
3,500 square feet for assembly and production. Photo by Jim Camillo

For the past �ve years, CEL has also operated a small sales and distribution center in Chihuahua, Mexico, to cover the Latin
America market. It employs a full-time staff of 13 people.

“Our harness production has grown signi�cantly in the last decade, by at least 10 percent per year,” acknowledges Hultquist.
“More than 50 companies are currently buying our harnesses, with agricultural-equipment manufacturers de�nitely being the
biggest customers.”

At the Elmhurst facility, a large amount of wire is measured, cut, stripped and crimped by an automated Alpha 455 machine
made by Komax. A sealing module is attached to the machine and used as needed to seal wire.

CEL assemblers here also use two other Komax machines. The Komax BT 752 performs stripping, seal loading and crimping;
and the Komax 332 unit lets workers measure the pull-off force of any processed wire.

Two additional machines are available to optimize wire processing. One is a semiautomatic AMP series stripper crimper made
by TE Connectivity. When a worker positions the wire against the wire stop, the machine automatically strips and crimps the wire
in one cycle. Also utilized is a Kingsley Modprint machine for hot stamp marking of wire.

“The month of December is usually the slowest for us during the year, with workers taking up to three weeks off,” says Hultquist.
“However, this past December our production needs prevented us from taking any time off.”

To limit cost and improve the quality of assemblies, testing is performed at every stage of production. Final inspection is
performed by workers who specialize in this task.

All test �xtures are built in-house by the engineering staff.
CEL also uses Dynalab and Cirrus testing equipment to
ensure that each wire has been terminated and plugged into
the appropriate connector.

Assembly training is done in-house by production managers
and senior assemblers, some of whom have 20 years of
experience. All assemblers are cross-trained in both simple
and advanced tasks, like using equipment to properly
dispense glue into a connector and then manually inserting
the mating wire.

Because both CEL facilities are “internally paperless”—and
store all business data in cloud-based programs—hands-on
training is accompanied by a tablet that contains work
instructions of all assembly processes. Shipping and
receiving personnel also use tablets to access the
documents they need to send out �nished assemblies.

“We have monthly, quarterly and yearly sales goals, with the
previous month, quarter and year’s total serving as the
benchmark to surpass,” explains Hultquist. “The best way
we found to achieve these goals is with world-class
customer service based on constant communication. Our
policy is to never leave a customer in the dark regarding its
order. This means we never go more than 24 hours without
contacting them in some way regarding their order status,
be it a phone call, online chat, email or text message.”

Fifty-six people work at CEL’s Elmhurst, IL, facility, with half in
assembly and production. Photo by Jim Camillo

Bigger, Better and Greener
Being paperless is just one part of CEL’s continuous
improvement (CI) program. Another aspect involves
using its Oracle NetSuite enterprise resource planning
system to fully track all product sales and harness orders
from submittal through completion.

“CI increasingly improves our business in a tangible way,”
says Hultquist. “We’ve been able to reduce time to
market by using an arti�cial intelligence (AI) model that
predicts demand for our production facility, and a labor
shortage predictive model that allows us to identify
possible labor shortages in the future.”

Equally important, CEL has integrated a preventative
maintenance program for all of its equipment into Oracle
NetSuite. This approach optimizes machine uptime to
better meet customers’ deadlines and quality
requirements.

Hultquist says the company’s quality metric for the past
several years has been to have less than 100 defective
parts per million. In 2021, the rate was 4.9. He says a big
reason for this is all nonconforming items are
immediately tagged and quarantined.

“We are a Great Place to Work certi�ed company and
have been BSI ISO 9001 certi�ed since 2001,” Hultquist
points out. “Both achievements mean a lot to us. The �rst
stems from our high employee satisfaction and retention
levels. Meeting the latter standard shows that our
management system consistently provides products and
services that meet customer and regulatory
requirements.”

Another important certi�cation is ISO 14001, the
international standard for environmental management
systems. CEL uses all LED lighting in its warehouse and
has removed lead from its parts and processes. It also
reuses pallets and customer returnable packaging
whenever possible.

Made by Bosch, this fuel rail for trucks supplies injectors with fuel. CEL
installs a simple custom harness at the end of each rail. Photo by Jim
Camillo

On the supply chain side, several CEL managers have completed Assent Compliance training to better manage key data and
increase transparency. The company also has mobile shipping and receiving stations that allow personnel to more quickly obtain
raw materials and get �nished product sent to customers.

“We follow our ISO procedures and only use approved material and component vendors that meet or exceed our quality
standards,” explains Hultquist. “Through these close relationships, we reduce costs by purchasing large quantities of critical
components for multiple customers. To further reduce waste and save money, our engineers constantly review all assembly
processes.”

Many manufacturers have been decimated by the COVID-19 pandemic over the past 20 months. But, CEL was able to retain all
of its production personnel thanks to company cost-cutting and a constant stream of work orders.

“We increased pay for our frontline workers, and paid hazard pay for production workers during state lockdowns,” says Hultquist.
“We also implemented a COVID-19 Safety Playbook by providing all workers with PPE, screening protocols, social distancing and
deep cleaning twice a week.”

When CEL turned 30 last year, it did so in excellent �nancial shape—and with two goals in mind. One is to greatly expand sales
beyond North and Central America. The other is to double its manufacturing �oor space to 7,000 square feet by the end of
March 2022 to signi�cantly increase the production of BRIC modules and related harnesses.

“OEMs in various industries have often described us as being ‘small enough to be �exible, yet exceedingly professional,’” notes
Hultquist. “We agree, because all of our processes, certi�cations and technology allow us to operate at a high standard and
provide high-quality assemblies. No job is too big for Chief, but, more importantly, no job is too small.”
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Processing Automotive
Ethernet Cables

Ethernet cables provide high-speed data
transmission for infotainment and driver
assistance applications, but they require
automated equipment for stripping and crimping.

Vehicles equipped with radar, cameras and
rear-seat video entertainment systems will
require fast, reliable and lightweight cables.
Photo courtesy TE Connectivity

John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

E lectronics in today’s vehicles are increasingly complex. With more sensors, controls and interfaces all using higher
bandwidth, faster data throughput and more reliable networks are required. The weight of the cables and harnesses in the

vehicle is also a concern.

Ethernet cables solve that problem. They are a secure transfer medium that can handle large amounts of data. And, they are 30
percent lighter than controller area network or local interconnect network cables.

In 2016, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) published the �rst Automotive Ethernet standard, IEEE
802.3bw or 100Base-T1. While the bandwidth of 100 megabits per second is comparable to the 100Base-TX Fast Ethernet
standard for computer networking, there are key differences in the automotive version, according to Mika Arpe, global director
for specialty products at Aptiv, an automotive supplier specializing in safety and connectivity technology.

Both standards run on unshielded twisted-pair wiring, in which two copper wires are twisted together along the length of the
cable. This has the effect of producing less electromagnetic radiation and cross-talk that could interfere with other wires or
components, while also resisting interference from other sources.

However, 100Base-TX uses two wire pairs, while Automotive Ethernet uses a single pair, which saves weight and cost, explains
Arpe. The pair is “balanced,” meaning the signals have equal but opposite voltages. Transmit and receive signals are both
conducted on the single pair, instead of on the separate pairs of 100Base-TX.

The 100Base-TX standard was also speci�ed for a maximum length of 100 meters, a length that subsequent Ethernet standards
have adhered to. Automotive Ethernet was speci�ed for a maximum of just 15 meters, since automotive applications don’t need
the longer distance to network components within a vehicle, and the shorter length allows for lighter cabling.

An Automotive Ethernet cable typically consists of one pair of copper wires that are twisted together along the length of the cable. Photo
courtesy Leoni

The data transmission speed of the IEEE 802.3bw standard can cover many initial automotive applications, so it is widely used
today. But, as automotive computers incorporate higher-de�nition video streams and data from multiple sensors, higher speeds
would be necessary, says Arpe.

Thus, soon after IEEE 802.3bw was �nalized, the IEEE rati�ed 802.3bp, or 1000Base-T1, providing for gigabit speeds over
shielded or unshielded twisted-pair wiring, says Arpe. This standard shares many attributes with its predecessor, but the
frequency is nearly 10 times as high, at 600 megahertz. This means that the cables are more vulnerable to cross-talk, and
engineers must keep this in mind as they manage electromagnetic noise throughout the vehicle, testing rigorously and shielding
where needed. This standard will provide enough bandwidth for the next two or three generations of vehicle platforms.

The Lambda 416 automatically strips and terminates shielded, twisted pair cables in a 12-step process. Photo courtesy Komax

In 2020, the IEEE introduced 802.3ch, which provides for multigigabit Ethernet at standard rates of 2.5, 5 and even 10 gigabits
per second over the same 15 meters. Shielded twisted pair wires are necessary at these speeds, but electrical frequencies in
excess of 7 gigahertz may require the use of shielded parallel pair wires to minimize electromagnetic interference.

A key bene�t of Ethernet is that it is a �exible network, allowing easy recon�gurations, says Arpe. If there is a failure, an Ethernet
router can route data tra�c a different way. This is important to ensure uninterrupted connectivity for the major computing
components in a vehicle.

Also critical in vehicle networks is Ethernet’s ability to carry electrical power along with the data signal, a feature called power
over data lines (PoDL), says Arpe. PoDL can support up to 500 milliamps of power, enough for certain sensors, such as an
optimized satellite camera. This allows vehicle manufacturers to run a single pair of wires to some sensors for all of their needs,
reducing weight and simplifying harness design.

Processing Automotive Ethernet Cables

At the Productronica trade fair in Munich in November 2021, Schleuniger’s new S70 automated processing line for Ethernet cables received
an Innovation Award in the Cables, Coils, and Hybrids Group.  Photo courtesy Schleuniger Inc.

Due to tight tolerances and high production volumes, Automotive Ethernet cables are typically not assembled manually, but
rather, on automated systems that transfer wires from one process to another.

For example, the modular Lambda 416 from Komax automatically strips and terminates shielded, twisted pair cables in a 12-
step process. In the �rst step, a wire is manually inserted into a �xture, and the machine pre-quali�es the end of the wire with a
“zero cut” process. This process is particularly useful when processing shielded cables or twisted conductors. It ensures that the
insertion position in the crimp is correct even if the insulation is pulled forward.

At the next two stations, the cable is oriented, and the outer jacket is cut and partially removed. At station 4, the jacket is pulled
off, and a support sleeve is crimped to the cable. At station 5, the braided shield is peeled back and folded against the outer
jacket. At stations 6 and 7, the foil is perforated and removed from the twisted pair.

At station 8, the pair is untwisted and spread apart, creating a Y-shape at the end of the cable. At station 9, each end of the pair
is stripped. And at station 10, ferrules are crimped onto each end.

At station 11, the braid is brushed and inspected. At the last station, a terminal body is crimped over the pair of wires, enabling
the cable to plugged into a connector.

The machine provides comprehensive quality control with crimp force monitoring, as well as tactile and optical measurement.

The H-MTD, H-MTD+ and H-MTDe differential connectors for Automotive Ethernet cables can accommodate frequencies as high as 20
gigahertz and data transmission rates as high as gigabits per second. Photo courtesy Rosenberg

“Shielded and unshielded twisted pair cables…are tricky to process. The connectors consist of several elements that have to be
positioned and aligned with each other with pinpoint accuracy,” says Thomas Haslinger, vice president of sales, service and
marketing at Komax. “As a result, these cables are almost impossible to process by hand. Automation is a must.”

Another automated option is the new S70 transfer line from Schleuniger. The �exible, modular machine automatically processes
two- and four-conductor cables, single wires and coaxial cables, including Ethernet, high-speed data cables, two-way UTP and
STP cables, standard and high-speed FAKRA cables, air bag squib cable assemblies, safety switch harnesses, and cables for
antilock brakes, exhaust management systems, temperature sensors and applications.

The tool carrier can be indexed laterally, vertically and axially. Part feeding, assembly stations, coiling systems and test stations
can be integrated according to individual requirements. The system can also be extended with peripheral devices.

At the Productronica trade fair in Munich in November 2021, the machine received an Innovation Award in the Cables, Coils, and
Hybrids Group.
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